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ABSTRACf

The field of seismic hazard analysis has achieved maturity both in its theoretical develop

ment and in application. The probabilistic approach provides a logical and consistent framework

for incorporating geological, geophysical and historical data, combined with judgment derived

from professional experiences in the assessment of seismic hazard. Lack of complete understand

ing of the earthquake phenomenon, its causes, characteristics and effects lead to significant

uncertainties in the prediction of the seismic threat in many regions. Refined models are rarely

used in seismic hazard analysis, since they require data which is usually not available and since

with the conventional methods of analysis they pose formidable computational problems.

The main objective of this study is to develop a new methodology for assessing earthquake

hazards that allows the use of refined models of earthquake occurrences, sources, attenuation

laws, and measures of intensity, the full incorporation of model uncertainties in the seismic

hazard estimation, and the analysis of sensitivities of the seismic hazard with respect to variables

and model parameters. The availability of this improved methodology enables the seismic hazard

analyst to employ refined earthquake source models and associated attenuation laws, including

the effects of source geometry, rupture directivity and propagation of seismic waves, in the

assessment of seismic hazard. The proposed methodology facilitates the analysis of sensitivities

of the computed seismic hazard to various sources of uncertainties and to various model parame

ters. Such analyses can be used to determine areas where further refinements and collection of

data can be more effective in reducing the dispersion in the estimated seismic hazard. A simple

method to estimate the dispersion of the calculated seismic hazard is also presented, that takes

advantage of the solution procedure developed. Examples and applications are presented to illus

trate the versatility of the procedure and to examine the accuracy of the solution technique.
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Chapter 1

INfRODUCTION

1.1. Background

The last 20 years have seen a rarid increase in the demand for earthquake-resistant design of

structures not only in highly seismic regions but also in~ with less active seismicity. This is

recause the engineering profession is reing involved in a wide range of projects that require

earthquake-resistant design and ronstruetion, even if there is a low probatUity of such construction

ever experiencing a devastating earthquake. The social or economic lesses produced by the failure of

certain structures is so considerable as to make their design under seismic loads of relatively large

return periods (of the order of thousands of years or more for nuclear power plants) a necessity. TIle

offshore and, especially, the nuclear industry have become increasingly conscious of the earthquake

threat and now require seismic risk assessment eX their facilities, even when sited in low seismicity

regions. The techniques and applications of seismic risk assessment for of nuclear power plants

(NPPs) have evolved rapidly over the }Est ten years. Proba1:ilistic risk assessment (PRA) studies of

NPPs are performed routinely nowadays to assess the seismic safety of such facilities. These pro

cedures integrate the results from seismic hazard analysis with results from dynamic analysis of struc

tural ancVor mechanical systems, romponent fragilities, and the plant systems response. The field of

seismic hazard analysis, reing the main compcnent eX PRA studies, has profited greatly from this

development.

1.2. Objectives of the Present Study

The~ of a seismic hazard evaluation is to arrive at earthquake ground motion parame

ters for use in evaluating sites and facilities for future seismic loading conditions. A probabilistic

earthquake hazard assessment involves obtaining the level of a groond motion parameter that has a

specified probatUity of reing exceeded during a specified time interval. The ground motion parame

ter can re used to define a uniform hazard design spectra or a complete acceleration time-history.
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The conventiooal computational procedures for the probabilistic estimation of seismic hazard

are SOOle\\hat limited. They can ooly accommodate simple models of earthquake sources,

occurrences and attenuation of seismic waves. They are incaplble of accounting for the variability of

a great number of parameters thus restricting the generality of the results. If analyses of sensitivities

or confidence intervals for the hazard estimate are required, then hundreds or perhapi thousands of

repeated COIDp.1ter runs are required to perform such analysis by standard statistical methods.

A new methodology that recognizes that the formulatioo of earthquake hazard assessment and

structural reliability JXOlierns are analogous is introduced to overcome the above mentioned

shortcanin~. Making use of efficient techniques of integration availalie from the reliability field, a

very general formulation of the seismic hazard problem is considered. This formulation enables the

analyst to improve the modeling of seismic sources and attenuatioo of seismic waves and to incor

JX>I3te uncertainties in the analysis withoot substantially increasing the cost and complexity of the

sdution. As a byproduct of the analysis, the sensitivities of the hazard estimate with respect to dif

ferent varialies invdved in the analysis are obtained. These sensitivity measures are used to com

p.1te the standard error of the hazard estimate.

Thus, the objectives of the current research are:

1. To develop this new methodology for assessing seismic hazard which allows: (a) the use of

refined models of earthquake occurrences, soorces, and attenuatioo laws, (b) the full incorp:)fa

tion of model uncertainties in the hazard estimatioo, (c) the analysis of sensitivities of the

hazard with respect to model plfaIDeters and (d) the estimation of the standard error of the

comp.1ted hazard.

2. To examine refined source models and associated attenuation laws, including the effects of

source geometry, nlp:ure directivity, propagation of seismic waves and amplification of grollnd

motion due to local geology, and to incorporate such models in the hazard estimation. Existing

models are the basis for this study.

3. To illustrate how the analysis of sensitivities to models and parameters can be used in seismic

hazard to determine areas where further refinements and data are needed.
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1.3. Scope and Organization

Ompter 2 is devoted to a review of the current state-of-the-art in probabilistic seismic hazard

analysis. Each of the different compooents involved in the procedure is examined, discussing their

main features and the infonnation required to characterize them, and providing bibliography for the

interested reader. They include the modeling in time and space of earthquake occurrences, earth

quake magnitude recurrence models and the description of attenuaticn of ground motion intensity.

Methods of seismic hazard computation, analysis of uncertainties and estimaticn of confidence inter

vals for the assessment are also covered. Finally, for completeness, a survey of the currently available

computer codes for seismic hazard computation is presented.

The new formulation for seismic hazard assessment that takes advantage of the efficient

integraticn schemes from the structural reliability field is presented in Olapter 3. An introduction to

structural reliability methods, including the first- and secood-order reliability methods and various

simulation methods, is included in this chapter. In additicn, procedures to perlorm sensitivity

analysis and to obtain the standard error of the estimate are discussed.

Taking advantage 'of the full probabilistic formulation p-esented in Olapter 3, improved earth

quake source modelings are developed in Olapter 4. Two general source models are described and

refined attenuation relationship; associated with the two models are p-esented.

Numerical examples are presented in Olapter 5. The first two are devoted to testing the accu

racy of the propooed approximate methods. Other examples are included to illustrate the versatility

of the procedure and its potential for improved apPications in seismic hazard analysis.

A summary of the study is presented in CllaJter 6 with conclusions and recommendations for

future work.
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Cbapter2

PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS: A REVIEW

2.1. Introduction

The design. of structures or facilities in regions of potential seismic activity should consider the

likelihood of occurrence ci various levels ci earthquake intensity at the site of interest. The defini

tion ci the level of ground motioo intensity for design. pll.I'pOOe8 must include an assessment of the

likelihood of exceedance of the defined level at the site during a specified expamre time. The time

of occurrence, location, size and other characteristics of future earthquakes are unpredictable.

Therefoce, to properly account for the vast uncertainties invdved, such an assessment should be

00sed 00 a prooobilistic awroach. The procedure for such analysis is called probabilistic seismic

hazard analysis (PSHA).

The general basis for PSHA was first estaWshed in 1968, in the seminal work of Cornell [54].

The \\Ufks of other researchers sooo foJ.lowed [75 , 76 , 133 ,55]. Since then, important advances

have been made in the analytical modeling of the earthquake phenomenon, in the technical metho

dologies used, and in the COOlputer codes available. In the Jm1: ten years, the number of applications

of probabilistic earthquake hazard assessment~ grown suhitantially.

In this chapter, a detailed literature review of methods for PSHA is presented. Each of the

elements invdved in the procedure and SOOle of the improvements suggested in the literature are dis

cussed. At the end of the chapter, a brief description of computer programs available for PSHA is

presented.

2.2. Fonnulation of PSHA

A probalXlistic seismic hazard assessment invdves obtaining, the probability of exceedance of a

SJXrified groond motioo intensity level at a given site and during a specified time interval. As

displayed in Fig. 2.1, the PSHA procedure involves the follo.ving elements:
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1. ProOObilistic modeling of earthquake occurrences in time and space, including geometric

descriJXions of the sources of future earthquakes and estimates of their activity rates.

2. Description of the recurrence relationship that provides infonnatioo on the relative fre-

quency of occurrence of earthquakes of different magnitudes, and determination of the

Jrooobility distributioo of earthquake pmuneters, such as seismic moment, rupture

length, slip rate, etc.

3. A description of the attenuation of groond motion with distance from the earthquake

source, as a function of the earthquake magnitude and ether pmuneters that characterize

the energy release at the source and the JI"Opagation of seismic waves to the site.

4. Evaluation of the proOObility of exceedance for various levels of the intensity of shaking.

Each of the above elements involves uncertainties that should re modeled and analyzed

through Jrooobilistic methods. The details of the PSHA Jrocedure are well documented in Ref. 165.

Other extensive reviews can re found in Refs. 140 , 178 and 92.

The probability of exceedance of a ground motion intensity level for a given earthquake

occurrence is computed by use of the total JI"OOObility thea:em:

p (Y >y) = Jp (Y >y Ix)fx(x)dx (2.1)

where P indicates probability, Y is the earthquake intensity, y is the intensity level for which the

exceedance probability is sought, X is a vector of randOill variables that influence the outcome of Y,

and the integration is performed over all IXJSSible outCOOles of X. To detennine the probability of

exceedance of the specified intensity level during a given interval of time, the aoove probability

should re combined with a model of earthquake occurrences in time. The resulting estimate can be

potted as an annual probability of exceedance versus the intensity level as, for instance, depicted in

step 4 of Fig. 2.1. The common chace of variables for X is the magnitude, M, and distance, R, of

the earthquake. Assuming that these hID variables are independent, Eq. 2.1 is expressed as,

p (Y >y) = JJp (Y >y Im,r )fM(m)fR(r)dm dr
RM

which is the familiar expression for computing the seismic hazard.

(2.2)
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Results from PSHA are used for different purpoieS, e.g., probabilistic risk assessments, defini

tion d design I'eSJX>nse spectra, and determination d seismic hazard map;. The details of these

appIicatioos are beyond the scope of this study.

2.3. Modeling in Time or Earthquake Occurrences

The earthquake generation is a canplex phenomenon that is not yet completely understood.

UIe to inherent randomnesses, the occurrence of these events cannot be predicted in a deterministic

way. Therefore, earthquake occurrences in time shOOd be modeled as stochastic processes. Several

such mcdels have been propa;ed over the years, based on assumptioos regarding the generation

mechanism or 00sed on records of past events. Foc a review of these models, see Refs. 171 , 172 ,

TI , 174 and 106.

Stochastic mcdels used to represent the occurrence of earthquakes in time include the Poisson

medel, P<i.sson-related medels, renewal models, and Markov and Semi-Markov models. The sim

plest stochastic mcdel is the P<i.sson model. This model has been used extensively in seismic haz:'lrd

studies [54 , 98 ,61 ,56, 66 , 149] due to its simplicity bd:h in focmulation and in application. A

brief review d the various stochastic models is presented below.

2.3.1. The Poisson Model

The Poisson model is based on the following assumptions:

(i) An event can occur at random and at any time.

(li) The number d occurrences within a given time interval is independent d the occurrences in

ether nonoverlapJing intervals.

(iii) The probability of occurrence d an event in a small interval !1t is proportional to D.t and is

given by v!1t , where v is the mean rate of occurrence of the events (assumed to be constant);

and the Jrobability of two or m<re occurrences in!1t is negligiHe (is of higher orders than 6.t ).

The first two assumptions imply that an occurrence at an instant in time is not affected by past

occurrences nor dres it affect any future occurrences. These assumptions imply the basic lack of

memory oc complete independence property of the Poisson process.
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The probalility distriootion of the JXUCeSS is given by

-vt( t)/1
P (Nt =n) = ev

n!
n = 0,1,2... (2.3)

where Nt is the number of occurrences in time inteIVal [0, t ) and v is the mean occurrence rate;

that is, the average number of occurrences per unit time. Let T t denote the time to the first

occurrence of the event. We~e that T t > t means that no event occurs in time t. Hence,

P (Tt>t) = P (Nt =0) = e""'" (2.4)

Since occurrences of events in nonoverlapping inteIVals are statistically independent, it can be shown

that T 1 is also the recurrence time or the time between two coosecutive occurrences of the event

[60]. Thus, the distribution function of the time inteIVal (waiting time), T, between two consecutive

events is,

FT =P(TSt) = 1-e""'"

which is the exponential distributioo with rmameter v.

(2.5)

Statistical data shows that the Poisson model often is a reasonable assum¢on when aftershocks

are removed frOOl oblerved earthquake sequences, specially for large shocks [80, 119]. To check

the goodness of fit of the model, several statistical tests are available (See, for example, Refs. 79 ,

144 and 77).

Since the Poisson model assumes independence between the occurrences of events, it is unable

to describe earthquakes as events caused by the sudden release of gradually accumulated strains in

the Earth's crust,nor is it able to describe foreshocks and aftershocks that precede or follow major

earthquakes. This shortcoming makes the pa.sson model inappropriate for problems in earthquake

prediction. However, for applications in seismic hazard analysis, where the distribution of the

ground motioo. intensity level from earthquakes occurring within the lifespm of a structure is of

interest, the simple Poisson mood is a reasonatle approoch for ma;t situations. This conclusion was

confinned in a study by Cornell and Winterstein [58], where the potential influence of non-

Poissonian moods on practical hazard estimates (defined as future time windows of about 50 years

and annual probaalities of exceedance of 10-3 or less) was analyzed. The study concluded that the

Poisson model is not satisfactory for engineering J'lll"P<lieS only when the seismic hazard is controlled
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by a single tectonic feature satisfying two conditions: (a) the time since the last significant event has

exceeded the mean inter-event time; and (b) the feature has a strong "characteristic-time" behavior.

For other situations of engineering interest the Poisson model is a valid assumIXion.

The simple Poisson process is also deficient in describing the clustering of earthquake events in

time, which is often triggered by a large main shock. This phenomenon has been addressed by statis-

ticians and seismologists, since "clusters" (e.g., foreshocks and aftershocks) have little interest in

engineering appications. Variations of the simple Pcisscn model, including clustering, branching

and so-called trigger models have been prq>aied in the specialized literature [151 , 171 , 87 , 153 ,

173].

2.3.2. The Non-Homogeneous Poisson Model

This model is based on the same assumptions as the Poisson process, except that the mean rate

of occurrence is now a function of time. For a more detailed description of this process, see Ref. 60.

The expected number of events until time t is,

,
aCt) = E[N,] = Jv(t)dt

o

and the }I"obability distribution of the process is given by

(2.6)

e-a(')a (t \II
P (N, =n ) = .;.....--..,;;;;..-.J.L_

n!
n = 0,1,2... (2.7)

(2.8)

The time differences between consecutive events are measured by the interarrival times

Til = Til -TII-h where T1 = T1. The distribution of the interarrival times is given by [120]

F (s) = P (1', -1', <s) = 1_I
oo

v(t) a (t)',-2 e-a(,+s)dt
". II 11-1 - 0 (n -2)!

One of the functioos propa;ed in the literature for v(t) is the SCH:a1led "cyclic Poisson" by Vere-Jones

and Ozaki [173] where vCt) = voexp[ p sin(wJ + 6)]. In this model, va is a measure of the tern-

{X>ral average rate of occurrence of the process, p determines the amplitude of the cyclic fluctuations,

and 000 and e describe the frequency and phase of the cyclic term, respectively. The advantage of

the non-homogeneous over the homogeneous Pcisson model is that it can incorporate certain features

observed in earthquake sequences, such as cyclic behavior in the occurrence rate. The trade-off for
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this improvement is a larger number of parameters that need to be estimated, thus requiring more

seismic data. 1bis is also true for mait non-Poissooian models. Several other Poisson-related models

have been propa;ed to model the occurrence of earthquakes in time.

2.3.3. Renewal Models

If.the interarrival times of a sequence of events are assumed to be independent and identically

distributed (ij.d.), then the sequence focms a renewal process. The homogeneous Poisson process

has independent, exponentially distributed interarrival times and, therefore, is a special case of the

renewal process.

Several renewal models have been prqn;ed to describe the occurrences of earthquakes in time.

Esteva prop<Eed the gamma distribution for the interarrival times [76]

f (t) = ~vt)k-le""'"
T r(k) (2.9)

where r(.) is the gamma function. The above equatioo reduces to the exponential distribution when

k = 1. If k < 1, short intervals are more frequent and the coefficient of variation is greater than

that in the Poisson model; if k > 1, the reverse is true.

Kameda and Ozaki [101] define a "double Poissoo" renewal process model for earthquake

occurrences 00sed on the catalogue of historical earthquakes in Kyoto, Japm. The model assumes

the expected number of earthquake occurrences is a step function in time. The mean rate of events

assumes two constant values depending on whether the time to the next event is greater or smaller

than a threshold value to' If the time to the next event is smaller than to, then the mean rate of

occurrence is Vl; for times t ~ to, i.e., when no earthquakes occur for a time too the occurrence rate

The Weibull distribution has been used frequently to model the distribution of interanival

times [83 , 147 ,58]. The main reason is that for this model the illmrrd rate increases with time

since the last event, which is consistent with the theory that describes earthquake occurrences as the,

sudden release of accumulated energy due to stress build up since the last large event. The Weibull

distrilxltion hypothesis has been tested for a series of large historical earthquakes on the Southem
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Cornell and Wmterstein [58] define the interarrival distribution as
,

(2.10)

1

\Were T is the interarrival time between significant events, V,. = (Var{T])2/E[T] is the coefficient of

variation, which is cm1IIlooly between 0 and 1 (V,. = 1 for the PcIsson model), and V,.! = rCVT + 1)

:::::1-0.5 V,.(l- V,.) in that range of values. Numerical compuisons of the seismic hazard obtained

for this and other models, including the Poisson model, are presented in their study. In their

analysis, the seismic hazard is defined as the prdJability of exceeding a magnitude level in the next T

years on a given seismic feature.

2.3.4. 'Markov and Semi-'Markov Models

The main feature ci Markovian processes is the memory of successive events which is used to

describe the dependence of future events on the occurrence of the last event. A description of the

Markov pucess can be found in any textlxx* on stochastic processes, for example Ref. 60.

Bd:h spatial and temporal melIlOIY can be represented with Markov models; ho.vever attempts

to model spatial memory so far have been unsuccessful. Applications of Markov processes to model

the temporal <:Iep:ndence ci earthquake events can be found, for example, in Refs. 168 , 154 , 139 ,

107 and 5. Refs. 142 , 49 and 50, employ semi-Markov models for the same purpose.

Special cases of the Markov model are the "time-predictable" [150] and "slip-predictable" [41]

models. The first model assumes paiitive correlation between the inter-event time and the size of

the preceding event, whereas the second model assumes paiitive correlation between the current

inter-event time and the size ci the next event. A coml:jned time-slip Jredictable model that permits

roth correlations to be non-zero is presented in Ref. 58.

Although Markov models have not yet had an impact on the practice, the discipline is moving

fast towards a stage where these models can be applied with advantage. The main roadblock at the

current time appears to be the lack of sufficient data. Thus, there is a demand for simple models
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which are consistent with the physics of earthquake generation and that can be applied in situations

where only scarce data is available. It is claimed [58] that the Poisson model, despite its apparent

contradiction with physical notions of strain accumulation and release, provides a reasooable approxi

mation for mait applications of seismic hazard analysis.

2.4. Modeling in Space of Earthquake Occurrences

A fundamental step in probatilistic earthquake hazard analysis is a delineation of seismic

source zones and identification of seismically active faults. Seismic source zones define areas that

share common seismdogical, tectooic, and geologic attributes and that can be described by a unique

magnitude-frequency relatioo. In terms of PSHA, a seismic source represents a regioo of the Earth's

crust in which future seismicity is assumed to follow specified probability distri1:xltions for occurrences

in time, earthquake sizes, and locations in~.

Definition and classificatioo <i seismic sources is a subject that enCOOlplSSes expertise from:

seismic geology, seismology and statistics. An insightful discussion on the topc is presented in a

recent pa~r by Thenhaus [158]. According to his classificatioo, four~ of seismic zones can be

recognized:

1. Seismotectonic Zones. A seismotectonic zone is a seismic source zone in which a causal rela

tionship has been estatiished between a geologic structure (usually a fault) and earthquakes.

For such zones, processes of earthquake mechanism and generation can be studied from both a

structural geologic viewpoint and a seismological viewpoint.

2. Paleoseismic Zones. A palea;eismic zooe is a zone having an important Quaternary-Holocene

structural history that indicates the JXlSsibility <i seismic activity in the future. These zones

. usually lack seismic history.

3. Seismogenic Zones. A seismogenic zone lacks the developnent of a clear history relating the

contemJXlfarY seismic activity to a geologic structure. For such zooes, critical gaps in the

Quaternary gedogic history preclude direct evidence of active faulting.

Seismogenic zones are, by far, the mait common~ of source zone emp.oyect in probabilistic
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hazard analysis. Commonly, seismogenic zones are area soorces, but the zone type applies also

to inferred associations of seismicity with individual faults.

4. Seismicity Zones. Seismicity zones are seismic source zones that are defined with no con

sideration of their relation to geologic structures. They are defined solely based on the spatial

distributions of the seismic history, and their use and reasonableness can ooly re judged rela

tive to the intended use of the final hazard estimate.

Additiooal references on the seismic source definition and its related topics can be found, for

example, in Refs. 112 , 156 , 48 , 51 , 179 , 170 and 169. A descriJXive analytical definition of

seismic source models for use in PSHA is presented by D;:r Kiureghian [66 ,65]. Four source

models are defined: (1) well known fault; (2) area with preferred fault orientation; (3) area with

unknown faults; and (4) uniform seismicity region. These models are depicted in Fig. 2.2.

Case studies on the effect of different source models on the estimates of seismic hazard for

sane regions of the United States and the world are presented in Refs. 141, 132 , 13 and 111. In a

recent paper, Bender [18] analytically examines the JrOblem of defining source ooundaries in seismic

hazard analysis. When the ooundaries are crisp, steep changes are oh;erved in the computed levels

of intensity for sites located near the boundaries. A m<re realistic situation is olXained with a fuzzy

model of the seismic source boundaries. Such modeling is obtained by defining a non-uniform distri

bution of earthquake occurrences in splCC within the seismic region.

A crucial step in the spatial modeling of earthquakes is the definition of the characteristics of

the earthquake source. In the early \\Ufks, simJiifying assumJXions were made with respect to the

geometry of the source but increasing levels of sophistication have since reen introduced. A descrip

tion of geometric models of the earthquake source developed over the years is presented relow.

1. Point Source [54, 55]. It is assumed that the energy release .during an earthquake is concen

trated at a point. This assumJXion is acceJXable for small-magnitude earthquakes or in certain

cases for large-magnitude earthquakes at far distances. However, this model neglects the possi

l:ility that, during a major earthquake, a site that is far from the epicenter could well be close

to the energy release zone if the fault break runs dale to or even through the site.
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2. Line-Rupture [8 , 73 ,66]. In this model it is assumed that an earthquake originates at the

focus and proplgates as an intermittent series of line ruptures or slips in the ruptured zone of

the Earth's crust, and that the maximum intensity eX ground shaking at a site is detennined by

the segment of the slip that is cla;est to the site. 1he length of the rupture is assumed to be a

functim of the size of the earthquake.

3. Area-Rupture [135]. The representatim of the earthquake source is modeled more realistically

by a 2-dimensimal rupture. 1\m sha~ are pa;tulated to represent the rupture area, i.e., a

rectangular and an elliptical shape. 1he length and width of the rupture area are considered to

be functions of the size of the earthquake.

Modeling earthquake ruptures as points is an acceptable awroximation for small events and for

medium events at far distances. In all other situatims, explicit inclusim in the analysis of at least

me of the dimensions of the rupture is necessary. Otherwise, the analysis may yield unconservative

estimates eX the seismic hazard, especially foc high levels of the ground motion intensity. (See Refs.

66 and 16).

2.4.1. Relations for Earthquake Source Parameters

1here are both empirical and the<retical reasons to expect a direct relationship between the

rupture dimensims and the size eX the earthquake. Tocher [161] was the first to relate the observed

surface fault rupture L with magnitude M using ten California and Nevada earthquakes. He fitted a

relatimship of the form

M = a + b loglOL (2.11)

Sub;equently, refinements m the regressions eX M on logL [93 , 94 , 177 , 124 , 156 , 157 , 92] and

eX logL on M [4 , 29] have been develqJed, in which the set of observations of rupture lengths has

been subdivided into fault ~, geological regions, and so m. In addition, similar regression rela

tions with the magnitude have been worked out foc the fault slip (logD) [47 , 157] and for products

like DL [161 ,93 , 94 , 177 , 104 ,47 ,30] 00sed on various physical models of the earthquake rup

ture phenomenon. Regressions of the magnitude with the rupture area have been investigated [167 ,

176 , 155 ,30]. However, to the author's knowledge, no regression between the magnitude and the
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rupture width has been performed.

A listing of the relationship; between source prrameters and the earthquake size that are avail

able in the literature would be too long to include in this study. The reader is referred to the above

cited references for values of the regression pmuneters and estimates of their dispersion. In puticu

lar, the paper by Boni1la et al. [30] JXCSCnts the ma;t up-to-date and thorough study on the subject.

When the rupture width in terms of magnitude is needed, the usual procedure is to obtain it

indirectly from the existing relations of rupture area, A, and length, L, with the magnitude. For

that purpose, an assumption regarding the shape of the rupture is required to estimate the width.

The ma;t simple hypothesis, and hence the most used, is a rectangular rupture where the width is

given by W(M) = A (M)/L(M). Similar formulas can be derived for other assumed shapes, such as

the elliptical rupture area [135]. In Ref. 135, the regression of M on logA was incorrectly used to

estimate the ruJture area from magnitude.

To obtain the regression of M on logA, Bonilla et al. [30] detennined the rupture area of

twenty rnu earthquakes by first estimating the ruJture length and width and then obtaining A as

their product. Since the rupture widths are reJDrted in their piper, it is unnecessary to go through

the rupture area relation to obtain the width. A simple regression analysis of their data yields,

without incorporating measurement errors in the independent variable,

loglOW = -o.20+0.18M (2.12)

where W is the rupture width in kilometers, and M is the surface wave magnitude. The standard

deviation of the estimate about the regression line is s = 0.131 and the correlation coefficient is

r2 = 0.423. The error in the regression equation is usually assumed to have the lognormal distribu

tion. The list of data used for the regression is included in Talie 2.1, and the data and the regres

sion line are pldted in Fig. 2.3. The relationship satisfies Wyss's [176] proposal of selecting

5 s W s 20 Ian for vertical strike slip and normal faults for the range 5 s M s 8.3.

The correlation between the estimated rupture width and surface length is examined using the

data and regressions reported in Ref. 30. The regression equation

loglOL = -2.77 + 0.619M (2.13)
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relating the surface ruIXure length, L, to the surface wave magnitude, M, is used. To derive this

expression, data from surface rupture lengths available for all types of faults worldwide was used, as it

was to obtain Eq. 2.12. The standard deviation of this regression relatioo. is s = 0.286 and the

correlation coefficient is r2 = 0.438.

The estimated correlation crefficient between loglQW and logloL foc the data in Ref. 30 is

PIos,oWlog.oL = -0.6546. The negative correlation implies that, for a given magnitude, when the rup

ture length is longer than the average, then it is more likely that the correspoo.ding rupture width is

narrower than the average. A negative correlatioo. is expected, since the magnitude of the earth

quake is expected to directly de~nd on the area of the rupture. If the area is assumed to be con

stant for a given magnitude, deJEtures fum the average length will be associated with departures in

the width that keep the area constant. The estimated correlation value is rather significant and

should be included in seismic hazard analysis whenever the source model is described as a rupture

area.

It has been pointed oot [122] that it is incorrect to use regressioos of logL on magnitude M to

rredict a magnitude given a fault rupture length. It is also incorrect to interpret values of magnitude

estimated from maximum rupture length at a fault as maximum rather than mait likely values.

Another deficiency in the awlications of regression models is the lack of coo.sideration of errors in

roth variables, dependent and inde~dent, in the fonnulation [26 ,123]. Mait studies conducted

after 1979 incorporate these coo.cepts (in pnticular, Refs. 155 and 30).

2.5. Earthquake Magnitude Remrrence Models

The seismic and tectonophysical behaviour of seismic regions is characterized by their

frequency-magnitude relations. These relations are basic elements in estimating the earthquake

recurrence times and hazard. Thus, there has been a continued interest in the seismology and

engineering communities in the issue of determining the appropriate expression for the frequency

magnitude relation and in inferring the parameters incofJX>rated in the rnstulated relations from

observational sarnJies, i.e., from seismic catalog data.
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The first attempts to model the earthquake magnitude recurrence were made by Ishimoto and

lida [95] and by Gutenberg and Richter [82], who independently prOJXlSed a linear relation between

the logarithm of the frequency and the magnitude. This model is currently known as the

Gutenberg-Richter (OR) law. The equatim that describes this mooel is expressed as

logN (m ) = a - b m (2.14)

where N (m ) is the number of earthquakes with magnitude greater than or equal to m in a given

region and specified time pericx:l, 10" is the total number of earthquakes with magnitude greater

than zero and b is the slope. This equatim is usually written in the form

N(m) = exp[a-~m]

where a = 2.3a and ~ = 2.3b.

(2.15)

Assuming earthquakes with magnitudes smaller than ma have no engineering importance, the

cumulative distribution of magnitudes is given by

FM (m ) = P (M < m IM ~ma)

N (ma) -N (m) ~(m-m)
= = 1-e •

N (ma)

The correspmding probability demity functim is

m~ma (2.16)

m~ma (2.17)

The rmameter a rrovides a measure of the overall occurrence rate of earthquakes in the region

comidered and is the zero magnitude intercept of Eq. 2.14 on a semilog paper. The parameter b or

~ has received cmsiderable attention from seismdogists, geologists and earthquake engineers. This

prrameter is significant in that it defines the relative likelihocx:l of earthquakes of various magnitudes

occurring in a specific region. The b value has an inverse relation with the likelihocx:l, so that the

likelihocx:l of larger magnitudes relative to small magnitudes diminishes as the b value increases.

Meth<Xls to estimate b from a set of observed magnitudes and their adequacy are discussed in Refs.

175 and 15.

Several other laws, based on physical as well as ob;eIVational grounds, have been suggested that

differ from the OR mooel, especially at the high magnitude levels (see e.g., Refs. 166 , 143 , 118 ,
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22 , 81 ,121). However, only a few of the available relations have been used in seismic hazard

assessments. In addition to the GR law [54], the relations used include a truncated version of the

GR law [57 , 66], a quadratic law [131], a tilinear law [149] and a nonlinear law [92]. A brief

descri¢on of these magnitude recurrence laws is presented below.

1. The truncated GR law.

The existence ci. a maximum regiooal magnitude bas been recognized for quite some time.

Many researchers have used formulas for the frequency-magnitude relation that incorporate this con

cept (e.g., Ref. 59). The first application of a formula of this kind in PSHA is due to Cornell and

Vanmarcke [57] in 1969 and is of commoo use nowadays. The formulation of this relation follows.

If an uwer round ml for the magnitude is assumed in the GR law, then

1
~(",...."..)-e

FM(m) = P(M<m Imo~M~md= ~( )
l-e "',-m.

(2.18)

is the modified cumulative distribution function for M and the correspooding density function

recomes

m _ ~e~(",-m.)
fMC ) - ~(", ....".)l-e ,.

(2.19)

Using a point-source model, Cornell and Vanmarcke [57] coocluded that the seismic hazard was sel-

dam sensitive to the u~r bound magnitude mi' However, in a later pa~r, Ih" Kiureghian and

Ang [66] disagreed with this cooclusioo.. Using a more realistic model of the earthquake source, i.e.,

a line instead of a JX>int, Ih" Kiureghian and Ang [66] shCM'ed that the upper round magnitude m I

is an important factor in the assessment of seismic hazard, ~ally for high intensity levels (see

Figs. 6 and 7 of their pa~).

2. The quadratic law.

Although prqn;ed earlier by seismologists [152], a quadratic frequency-magnitude law was

introduced in Cornell's analytical awroaeh for PSHA in 1973 by Merz and Cornell [131]. The rela-

tioo.ship they considered is of the form,

m<mo
mo~m ~ml

m>ml

(2.20)
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The correspooding cumulative density function is,

where

k* = {l-exp[ ~l(ml-mO)+I32(mr-m«) n-1

~1 = 203b1

132 = 203bz

and the JTObability density function is,

m<mo
moSm Sml

m>ml

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

m<mo
mo S m S m1(2.25)

m >ml

In their lEper, Merz and Cornell examine the influence of the quadratic magnitude-frequency law on

the seismic hazard foc a simple fault-site configuratioo. The pmuneters selected for Eq. 2.20, taken

from Ref. 152, were fitted from data for Nocth and Central America obtained during 1963 to 1968.

Therefore, their conclusions are somewhat limited. They conclude that the use of a quadratic law

instead of a linear law in PSHA is significant for high intensity levels, with the hazard CUlVe falling

off faster in the case of the quadratic law. This result is due to the fact that, in their example, the

quadratic law predicts less events of high magnitudes than the linear law. To the writer's knowledge,

no comJErison has been reported between these t\m models when the line-rupture model is incor-

porated in the analysis.

3. The bilinear law.

Relationship; of this kind have been used by the group of Stanford University researchers for

the seismic hazard studies of several cwntries, after their study for Nicaragua [149]. They justify the

use of a bilinear regression CUlVe on the OOsis that it reduces the bias due to incomplete small magni-

tude data. In such cases, they claim, a single line overestimates the frequency of large magnitudes

and, consequently, the hazards tend to be greatly overestimated, JErticu1arly at distances away from

the seismic zone. Comparisons between hazard estimates based 00 the two models are not reported

in their studies.
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4. The characteristic earthquake model.

It has been OOierved recently that certain discrepancies exist between earthquake recurrence

estimates~ on historical seismicity and based on geologic data for specific seismic regions.

Recurrence intervals for large-magnitude earthquakes inferred from geological studies are found to be

much smaller than th<Ee predicted from historical seismicity data. Several rea.rrrence models have

been propa;ed to account for this pattern. Among them, the so-called "characteristic earthquake

model" [148] is gaining increasing attention and acceptance.

Basically, this model uses Eq. 2.14 for the magnitude range ma to an intermediate magnitude,

11lt, with the slope based on the historical seismicity. The intermediate magnitude is taken to be

much smaller than the maximum magnitude, mb that the fault or seismic feature is capable of pro-

ducing. The recurrence of mb or earthquakes with magnitudes slightly l<JlNer, is determined from

the geologic data. The recurrence relatioo between the intermediate and maximum magnitude

values is constructed as a straight line consistent with Eq. 2.14. The slq>e of this segment is usually

much smaller than that for the magnitude range ma to 11lt •

The influence of this earthquake recurrence model on the estimates of the seismic hazard was
\

examined for two sites in Soothern Calif<rnia [92]. Two recurrence models ~re used for the main

seismic feature of the region (the southern JXJ11ion of the San Andreas fault) to compare the results:

(1) a GR law with the b-value attained from geological data (e.g., the slip rate of the fault); and (2)

the characteristic earthquake model as descriDed above. The final cooclusion reached in the study

-
was that the average return perioo for a given intensity level significantly increased when the charac-

teristic earthquake mooel was used.

A Jrobability density function for magnitudes corresponding to a simplified version of the·

characteristic earthquake model was developed by Youn~ and Qwersmith [180]. In this model,

magnitudes are exponentially distributed up to the magnitude m' = ml -112. Above this magnitude

lies the characteristic earthquake which is uniformly distributed in the magnitude range of (ml -1/2)
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As it can be noted fum the above discussioos, the major issue in mOOeling the magnitude

recurrence is to explain the behavior foc large-magnitude earthquakes. (For a review of mOOels see,

for example, Ref. 143). The main problem encountered is the plucity of the obiervational data: the

instrumental magnitude catalogs cover customarily a period of 40-80 years, much shorter than the

return period of large earthquakes. It is, therefore, clear why it is often difficult to prove or disprove

anyone of the relatioos propo;ed in the literature, as they all appear consistent with the available

seismicity catalogs.

TIed with the recurrence model is the determination of the maximum magnitude earthquake

mt for a specified seismic region or feature. A good discussion 00 this subject can re found in Ref.

92. Six different approaches to estimate maximum earthquake magnitude are discussed, namely,

magnitude determination based 00: (1) ruIture length; (2) ruIture area; (3) total displacement; (4)

seismic moment; (5) slip rate; and (6) historical seismicity.

2.6. Modeling of Ground Motion Attenuation

The severity of groond motion at points away from the earthquake source is called the intensity

of ground mooon. Normally, intensity increases with increasing size of the event and decreasing dis

tance, although significant fluctuations may occur due to gedogic or soil inhomogeneities. Further

more, other Jm3IIleters can be recognized as also affecting the intensity of ground motion, namely,

the azimuth of the site with respect to the direction of the fault rupture, the velocity of propagation

of the rupture, the~ of faulting, the frequency of the propagating waves, the stress drop, etc.

Several measures of ground motion intensity have been used including the MOOified Mercalli

intensity scale; peak and various definitions of effective ground motion pmuneters, such as accelera

tion, velocity oc displacement; duration of significant shaking; frequency content of the motion, by

meam of the ordinates of the Fourier amplitude spectrum; and response spectral values. At this

JX>int it is difficult to estatlish a ranking of importance of these prcpa;ed measures since the

appropriateness of their use depends 00 the specific situation under study.

The functiooal descriptioo of the dependence of a ground mooon intensity on a number of

variables is called an intensity attenuation law. Usually, the law describes the average behavior of
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the intensity of ground motion as a function ci. distance fran the source of energy and of the size of

the earthquake. Attenuation laws can be obtained empirically, by fitting a curve to a set of obierva

tions. By far, this has been the most popular approach when defining intensity attenuation laws.

A comprehensive review ci. attenuation relationship; developed befere the 1979 Imperial Val

ley, California, earthquake is given in Ref. 91. The 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake marked a

major change in the strong-mction data base by JXOviding many more near-source data points or

observations than had been available previously. A mere recent review can be found in Ref. 44.

Theoretical earthquake models have also been used to predict the intensity of ground motion in

regions where strong-motion recordings are scarce or nonexistent. Basically, these models can be

sqmated into three categories [44]. The first type uses kinematic and dynamic models of the fault-

rupture mechanism to generate deterministic predictions of the ground motion. The second category

ci. theoretical models uses stochastic simulation of ground motions based on simJie seismological

source models (sanetimes in coojunction with random vibration theory) to produce random predic-

tions ci. strong ground motion. The third~ of model uses simple seismological source models

(sometimes calibrated emprically) to deterministically Jredict strong ground motion. Extensive
\

references on this tope are given in the review by Campbell [44].

When it comes to model selection, the general form cha;en by moo investigators is character-

ized by the expressim

y = Z, f(M,R,P;) (2.26)
-

where Y is the strong motion parameter to be predicted (dependent variable); Zy is a random vari-

able representing the uncertainty in Y foc a given earthquake; R is a measure of the significant dis-

tance from the earthquake to the site; M is the magnitude, specified in any scale, that describes the

size of the earthquake; and Pi are a set of parameters characterizing the earthquake source, the wave

JXOpigatioo pith, and the local site conditions.

One of the mOO common forms for Eq. 2.26 is

(2.27)
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where Cl -C4 are parameters obtained throughre~m.

As mentimed refore, the randcm variable Z, accounts for the scatter obierved in the data and

represents the uncertainty in the values JXedicted. It is usually assumed to be lognonnally distri

ooted, though this is not a requirement in most regressi.m procedures. Care should be exercised.

with such an assumptim since it predicts an unbounded value for Y.

The effect of the attenuatim uncertainty on PSHA ~ received attention since the early

works. But it is only recently that the problem of impcEing an upper boond to the distributim of Zy

has been addressed. The notim of the existence of an upper limit to the ground motion intensity is

00sed on physical grounds. Zemell [181] presents a methodology to incorporate in the Cornell

awrooch a pnticular bounded distriootion for the prrameter Z, and an upper bound Ymax to the

ground motim intensity. The significance of bct:h restrictions is mere evident at low hazard levels,

as expected, since the changes affect the tails of the distribution of z,. In a more extensive study,
\

Bender [17] concludes that if the variability of ground motion intensity is included in the analysis the

hazard estimate at low intensities decreases, while that at high intensities increases.

Two types of attenuation uncertainty are differentiated in Ref. 63, one for which the values of

Z, at various occurrences are statistically independent and the other for which they are }Xrfectly

correlated. Analytical procedures to incorporate these uncertainties in the analysis of seismic hazard

are discussed in that reference. Soorces of attenuation uncertainty of the first kind are the inherent

randomness in the mechanism of earthquake generation and the cbaracteristi~ of wave propagation

piths. Variabilities in the subscil and gedogic cmditions at the recording sites and the overall varla-

1:ility in the geologic characteristi~ of various seismic regions produce attenuation uncertainties of

the second~. However, the usual scarcity of data in general would prevent a clear separation of

the uncertainties due to the various items.

The effect of different distributions for the uncertainty parameter Zy on the estimation of

seismic hazard was studied in Ref. 113. Their results are summarized in Fig. 2.4 which illustrates,

for a specific situation, the effect on the seismic hazard of including a bounded or unbounded uncer-

tainty distribution in the attenuation law. They concluded that for very low probabilities of
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exceedance, distributions that consider limiting values of ground maion intensity provide a more

realistic assagnent of the hazard. Some of the PDF's for the variable Z, propclied in the literature

are included in Table 2.2.

2.7. Evaluation of Seismic Hazard

A general procedure for the calculation ci seismic hazard is presented below. We assume that

the seismic region sunoonding the site of interest consist of n potential sources. Let V; denote the

mean rate of occurrence of earthquakes in source i with magnitudes equal to or greater than mo,

where mo rep-esents the lower bound magnitude for earthquakes of engineering interest. The mean

total occurrence rate in the region is

II

V = LV;
;=1

(2.28)

For an earthquake occurring randomly in the region, the intensity Y at the site is attained in a func-

tional form as

Y = g(X) (2.29)

where X is the vector of random variables that define the attenuation of seismic intensity. Then for
\

a given earthquake, the probability of exceeding the intensity level y at the site is given by

II V;
P (Y >y) = L - J fx(x)dx (2.30)

;=1 V g(X)~y

where f x(x) is the joint probability density function (PDF) of X and the integration is perfonned

over all values of X = x for which the computed intensity frem Eq. 2.29 exceeds y. In order to

compute the seismic hazard for a specified inteIVal of time, T, the above probability has to be used

in conjunction with a stochastic model ci the earthquake occurrences in time. For example, if the

Poisson model is used

P(YT >y) = 1-e-1In>(Y>y) ::::: -vTP (Y > y) (2.31)

where the apJroximatioo is valid only for small values of vTP (Y > y). It can be shown [35] that

this approximation provides an upper bound 00 the uncooditional seismic hazard, Le., that which is

independent of the information on past events. For other models, bounds for the seismic hazard are
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given in Ref. 35.

When other models of earthquake occurrences in time have been used, the seismic hazard is

usually expressed as the proOObility ci. exceeding a certain magnitude, me' in a specified period of

time. The mathematical tool available to handle more sophisticated models of earthquake

occurrences in time associated with a measure of intensity is that of marked trint processes [35].

For the case of Y depending ooly on magnitude and distance (ignoring the variability Zy), Eq.

2.30 can be written as

/I lIi
P (Y >y) = ~ -J JP(Y >y Im,r)!R\M(r,m)dr !M(m)dm

1=1 11 M R

Also the return period associated with the intensity level y is

(2.32)

T; = liP (i >y) (2.33)

Offerent approaches to COII1p.1ting Eq. 2.32 have been proJXJSed in the past. Oa>ed form solutions

can be obtained when simplifying assumptioos are made on the formulation. In the Cornell

approach, for instance, due to the point modeling of earthquake source, the distance R is indepen-

dent of magnitude M and hence, Eq. 2.32 is reduced to its simplified version given by Eq. 2.2. This

equation is sdved to obtain the cumulative density function (O)F) of Y directly and hence the com-

p.1tation of the probability of exceedance is analytical.

If some of the restrictive assumpions are released it becomes more difficult and some times

impo;sible to oltain a da>ed fcrm sdution f(I' the probability of exceedance. In ma;t of these cases,

Eq. 2.30 (or its better kno\W version, Eq. 2.32) is sdved numerically. The addition of each new

random variable to X is equivalent to adding a new fold to the integral in Eq. 2.32. This restricts

the number of random variables that can be coosidered in the analysis.

To compute the above mentioned multi-fold integral, current methods of seismic hazard

analysis employ simpifying assumpions and impose restrictions on the modeling of the source

mechanism and the attenuation law. 'The explicit inclusion of model uncertainties in the analysis has

also been limited. The analysis of sensitivities, when dooe, is usually performed in a crude and

costly fashion; Le., by repeated analysis, where JE'lIIleters are perturbed one at a time. It is clear,
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therefore, that an alternative approach is necessaIY to deal with refined models in seismic hazard

analysis.

A new method based 00 first- and secood-order structural reliability techniques has been

recently proJXlied [67 , 134]. The procedure suggested can. accommodate refined modeling of the

earthquake JXOCeSS. A more detailed description d this methodology is presented in O1apter 3.

2.8. Analysis of Uncertainties and Estimation of Bounds

In the process of estimating the seismic hazard the inclusion of uncertainties is sometimes over

looked. At this point, it is useful to differentiate the varioos types of uncertainties that are relevant:

(i) Inherent variability is the natural <r irreducible variation, fum the nature of Iitysical

pucesses. It canna: be reduced with the cdlectioo d additiooal data since the stochastic

nature of the phenomenon will remain unchanged.

(ii) Statistical uncertainty is that canponent d uncertainty due to a limited sample size that

p-ecludes the exact evaluation of model parameters. This source of uncertainty can be

reduced or, in concept, completely eliminated mth the collection of additional data since

model JXU3111eters can. be estimated with increased accuracy.

(iii) Model uncertainty is attributed to the limitatioos of the analyst and models to represent

the real world. In principle this swrce of variability can. be reduced or eliminated with

the improvement in our understanding of Iitysical Iitenomena and the development of

more refined models.-

Although the field d earthquake prediction has undergone considerable development, the

occurrence of earthquakes remains intrinsically unpredictable. This is primarily due to the inherent

variability in the mechanism of earthquake generation. Uncertainties in the occurrence of earth

quakes, therefore, belong to the first type of uncertainty described above.

Errors in estimating the parameters a and b of the relationship between rupture length and

earthquake magnitude given by Eq. 2.11, as estimated by Bonilla et al. [30] in Eq. 2.13, that arise

from the smallness of the sample size, correspond to the second type described above. Another
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example of this type of uncertainty is the error in estimating the parameters of the probability distri

lxltion of earthquake magnitudes due to a limited earthquake catalog. Several other. examJies of

uncertainties of this kind can be foond in seismic hazard analysis.

As mentioned before, the third class of uncertainty arises from the use of idealized mathemati

cal models to describe complex phenomena. This model uncertainty can be due to lack of under

standing of the phenomenon itself and/or due to the use of simplified models. The definition of

seismic sources influencing the hazard at a given site and the selection of ground motion attenuation

models incoqx>rate uncertainties in the analysis associated with ~s third class.

In recent years, in PRA studies of NPPs, there has been a tendency to separate the contribu

tion of modeling uncertainties to seismic hazard from the contrilxltion of variables perceived to

represent inherent variabilities. The seJm3tion is often difficult and arbitrary since it generally

involves judgement, and the benefits in the analysis of such separation are not always clear. One

JX>SSible advantage is that with the distinction between~ of uncertainty, the analyst knows where

and to \\bat degree the seismic hazard estimate can be improved, either through collection of addi

tional statistical data or throogh the use of refined models to reduce errors of simJiification.

In the literature, several apJrOOChes have been presented to deal with all three types of uncer

tainties. Inherent variability or "randoomess", as it is usually called, can be modeled by considering

the uncertain parameter as a random variable with its corresponding probability distrilxltion. Exam

Jies of this kind are M, R, and that put of z" that is due to inherent randomness in earthquake

generation mechanism, pI'OIllgatim JBth, etc.

To incorporate the other two types of uncertainties in the analysis, several procedures have

been JXOpa;ed: combination of multiple experts' opinims [14], Monte Carlo simulation [21], logic

tree methods [114 , 52] and other approximate procedures (Ref. 130 , for example). Studies at the

Lawrence livermore Natiooal Laboratory (llNL) [21] were the first to address the multiple expert

JXOliem. A more recent study conducted for the Bectric Power Research Institute (EPRI)[74] has

also addressed this problem.

In one of the methodologies propa;ed (Refs. 114 and 52) the treatment of uncertainty is based
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00 the use of logic tree methods. Basically, the analyst is required to assign discrete probabilities to

all JXlSSible values of uncertain parameters and models. Several cases are run considering all IXJSSible

combinations, and the results are combined to obtain the mean and variance of the hazard estimate.

Bounds for the estimate are obtained fum these values by~ a distribution (normaIity is often

assumed) for the results. This awoach limits the description of uncertainty in the inJXlts (models

and parameters) since the analyst is restricted to specifying a smaIl number, usually 2 or 3, of alterna

tive values for each Jm3.II1eter. Otherwise, this procedure can be extremely ca;tly, esp:riaIIy when a

large numrer of parameters and models are to re considered in the analysis.

The Il.NL methoddogy presents a similar drawback. Their approoch is to model uncertainties

by associating a probability (uncertainty) distribution to each d the inJXlts. A number of runs are

performed where, the values of the inJXlts are obtained through Monte Carlo simulation. The com

fXltatiooal effort required to compute all combinations of cases can be enormous. As an example, for

a study involving ten sites, 2,750 such cases where generated for each site, bringing the total number

<f runs to 27,500.

Thus, it is desirable to obtain an estimate of the dispersion in the estimated hazard due to esti

mation and model uncertainty with only me or a few runs, without significantly increasing the com

JXltatiooaI effort. An approach that satisfies this requirement is presented in Section 3.4.

2.9. Available Computer Programs

Many computer programs are available to Perform the computatioo <f the seismic hazard. The

moot widely known are due to McGuire [125 , 126], but others are currently available in the litera

ture [6 , 19 , 46].

The pugram EQRISK. [6], develqJed at the University <f Southern California, is aimed at

computing uniform hazard spectra (UHS) of strong ground motion. The formulation of the seismic

hazard procedure follows that of Cornell [54], incorporating some modifications as described by

Anderson and Trifunac [7].

SEISRISK. IT [19] is a revised and improved version of the original undocumented program

SEISRISK. I [2] developed at the U. S. Geological Survey to create the 1976 natiooaI earthquake
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hazard map; [1]. The program has been used recently to produce the seismic hazard map; of the

rontiguous United States [3] and of California,~, and the ooter cmtinental shelf [159 , 160].

The pugram SfASHA [46]~ developed at Stanford University during seismic hazard stu

dies for California [108] and several other countries [149 , 137 , 110 , 138 , 109].

Some of the characteristics of these progrmm are outlined below.

1. McGuire's 1976 Program. Calculations in this program are represented by the basic form

of Eq. 2.2. The integration over distance r is computed numerically and the remaining integral is

computed analytically. For certain situations, the integration <7ier magnitude m is also performed

numerically.

Seismic soorce areas are specified as a set cf ar1:itrarily shaped quadrilaterals. Larger sources

can be divided into sub;ources which are strings of quadrilaterals. Faults are mcx:leled as narrow

soorce areas.

The truncated exponential distrilution in Eq. 2.19 is used to model the recurrence of earth

quakes. The program can use any form of attenuation law and associated residual distribution. A

tabulated attenuation law can also be used. The program includes a feature useful to obtain seismic

hazard map;, Le., the C3JBlility cf performing the amputation foc a grid (or grids) of sites.

Some of the shortcomings of the program are discussed elsewhere [19].

2. FRISK. The name stands foc Fault RISK. The main difference between this program and

the preceding one is that it incorporates the length of the rupture in the analysis. Earthquake

soorces are modeled as faults cornJXlSed of series cf line segments.

The length of the rupture is taken as a function of earthquake magnitude (see discussion in

Section 2.4) and the distance r in Eq. 2.2 is defined as the closest distance between the site and the

rupture zone.

Other capabilities of the program are the inclusion of uncertainty in the rupture-length relation

ship and in the upper boond magnitude m1. In addition, the program is C3JBlie of repeated calcula

tions, so that PSHA foc several ground motion intensity measures and for several sites can be per

formed with only one execution of the program.
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Distributions for the rand<m varialies involved in the analysis are provided in the program.

However, other distributions can be subrtituted if desired.

3. EQRISK. This program is intended fer computing UHS of stroog groond motion. The

UHS are obtained by computing the seismic hazard CUIVeS independently in several frequency bands.

From these curves, a compete spectrum is defined such that it ill5 a uniform probability of being

exceeded in the specified time interval. TIle program includes a library of attenuation relations for

Fourier amplitude, ablolute acceleration, p;eudo-velocity and relative velocity spectra.

Earthquakes are modeled as point or line ruptures. Geometrical models of seismic sources

used in the code are points, lines (in general, not straight), areas, and dipping planes. line ruptures

are only allowed in linear sources.

The output of the program is spectral amplitudes at eleven selected periods for the UHS

desired.

4. SEISRISK ll. The main objective of this computer code is for use in seismic hazard map

png. It was designed for efficient computation fer a large number of sites and seismic sources.

In the JYOgI'3IIl, earthquakes are modeled as points within source zooes and as finite-length

ruptures along faults. Source zones are modeled as seismically homogeneous areas encla;ed by one or

more arbitrary quadrilaterals, ronnected or disjoint. Fault zones coosists of one or more seismically

homogeneoos faults, each of which is rompaied of several ronnected straight line segments. Varia

tility in the rupture-length and in the intensity attenuation relations can be included.

The authors claim that the program is three times faster that the earlier versioo, SEISRISK I,

for a certain grid spacing of sites, and of the order of 10-100 times faster than McGuire's programs

rrevioosly discussed.

SEISRISK ill [20], a revised version of this program has recently become available. The prin

cipli difference between this new version and the previous is that, although it retains the concept of

seismic source zooes, it allows earthquakes within a zooe to be normally rather than uniformly distri

ruted. A precise definition of seismic srurce boundaries is rarely paisible and the above assumption

incorporates the uncertainty present in the modeling of these boundaries. The result is that
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calculated earthquake intensity levels vary more smoothly at sites near a seismic source boundary.

Other differences are related to the COOlJX1tation procedures aimed at increasing the efficiency.

5. STASHA. The JXOg1'aI1l consists of three OOsic stages: (i) data treatment, (ii) seismic source

modeling and (iii) seismic hazard computation. The first step C'i the analysis consists of storing the

information on plSt seismic events. Missing data is completed based on judgement or using random

number simulation.

In the second stage, modeling of seismic soorces is facilitated by plotting an epicentral map of

the region. The puameters C'i the earthquake reanrence relationship can be obtained for two dif

ferent models, truncated and bilinear GR

The computation of the seismic hazard is performed in the third stage. The rrogram includes

two models, "classical" and "probabilistic". Only the second, more general one, will be described

here.

Source geometry in this model includes brdcen lines, areas and dipPng Panes where earth

quakes are mooeled as line rupures. Attenuation uncertainty is included in the analysis using a log

normal distribution. The Poisson model is used to represent earthquake occurrences in time. A

Bayesian fonnulation C'i the Poisson model is also included.

Output ortions include seismic hazard estimates or probabilistic response spectra for a site or

for a grid of sites and seismic hazard map; (the JXOg1'aI1l does nrt do the contouring).

Many rther unJX1blished programs are currently in use, both in research and engineering prac

tice. The direct integration of Eq. 2.30 for SOOle of the examples Jresented in Olapter 5, was per

fonned with the pogram SRAP developed by U7 Kiureghian [64]. This program follows the pro

cedure developed by Der Kiureghian and Ang [66] whereby earthquake rupures are modeled as

lines. Its fonnulation is based on the following idealizations and assumptions: (1) Earthquake

occurrences in time constitute a simpe Poisson process; (2) Earthquake occurrences in space are

events uniformly distributed in source regions modeled in accordance to any of the four seismic

source idealizations depicted in Fig. 2.2; (3) The earthquake magnitude recurrence follows a trun

cated GR law and thus, the magnitude density function is given by Eq. 2.19. Tho types of
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attenuation laws are incorporated in the program. 1be first is given in a tabular form, relating the

earthquake intensity, Y, with the magnitude and shooest distance to the earthquake rupture, M and

R. The second is the usual form given by Eq. 2.27. Uncertainty in the attenuaticn law is explicitly

considered by the rand<m variable Z, (Eq. 2.27), which is assumed to have a truncated lognormal

distrilxltion. The integraticn over this variable is truncated at a number (specified by the user) of

standard deviaticns above and bel<M' the mean of lnZ, .

The output of the program consists of return periods and exceedance probabilities associated

with selected levels of intensity. Seismic hazard values cmesponding to selected intervals of time

(up to five) may be obtained. The contribution from any or each source to the total seismic hazard

can be printed.

This program shares the same limitaticns of the computer codes described above. One of them

is that it incorporates only a few rnndom variables in the analysis. Fa- SRAP, the three rnndom vari

ables ccnsidered in the analysis are: magnitude, M, location on the seismic source (that detennines

the shortest distance from the earthquake rupture to the site), X, and attenuation uncertainty, z,.

Another of these shared limitations is that the program is restricted to attenuation equations of the

form discussed above. Cases for which some of the parameters ci to c4 are functicns of the magni

tude [43] a- distance [72 , 71] are not accoonted for in the sdution procedure. This limitation can

be circumvented by JXOviding the attenuation law in a taOOlar fonn. No uncertainty is included in

the relationship between rupture length and magnitude (Eq. 2.11) nor on any of the parameters

involved in the modeling, like maximum magnitude, mb a- parameter 13 of the magnitude distribu

tion function. The computer programs described above also fail to account for these uncertainties,

except in a limited way, like the program SEISRISK [19], that accounts for the uncertainty in the

rupture length-magnitude relation and the program FRISK [126] that, in addition to the uncertainty

in that relation, inCOIpJrntes the uncertainty in the upper bound magnitude mi'
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Table 2.1. Earthquake Magnitude and Rupture Width Data (1)

Event No. Yr.Mo.D. Coontrv Fault Type (2) Magnitude (3) Width Ihvndip (4)

5 1906.04.18 U.S.A. E 8.32 13
7 1927J17J17 Japm E 7.65 16

14 1930.11.25 Japm E 7.28 12
21 1940.05.19 U.S.A. E 7.17 8
23 1943.09.10 Japm E 7.42 13
26 1945.01.12 Japm B 6.84 14
29 1951.11.24 anna D 7.44 17
30 1952.07.21 U.S.A. B 7.66 15
32 1954.07.06 U.S.A. A 6.34 14
33 1954.08.24 U.S.A. A 6.95 14
34 1954.12.16 U.S.A. C 7.24 14
36 1956.02.09 Mexico D " 6.94 15
38 1959.08.18 U.S.A. A 7.57 15
41 1967.07.22 Turkey E 7.41 15
42 1968.04.09 U.S.A. E 6.83 11
44 1968.10.14 Australia B 6.89 10
48 1971.02.09 U.S.A. D 6.53 18
50 1975.05.31 U.S.A. E 5.30 3
51 1976.02.04 Guatemala E 7.46 13
54 1978.09.16 Iran B 7.48 17
55 1979.10.15 U.S.A. E 6.66 8
58 1980.10.10 Algeria B 7.25 16

(1) Taken from Bonilla, Mark and Uenkaemper [30]
(2) Five principll types of faults are defined: A, normal slip; B, reverse slip; C, nonnal oblique

slip; D, reverse olIique slip; and E, strike slip.

(3) Surface wave magnitude, M, .

(4) Measured in kilometers.
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STEP 1: Earthquake Sources

Log of ~number of . . /
earthqual<es . : .'

>M ._

Magnitude M

STEP 2: Magnitude Recurrence

Uncertainty
/ in attenuation

Peal< ~,.. Magnitude
acceleration ~:<"~:::~'.:: / M

.' ....•/~ 2
~:.:: :....:: . y - M

3
Data' I . - •

Distance

M1

STEP 3: Intensity Attenuation Relationship

Annual
probability

of
exceedence

Acceleration

STEP 4: Evaluation of the Hazard Curve

Fig. 2.1. Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis Procedure
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CASE-i

Mode' for Well Known FlIuh

CASE·jj

Mode' for Area with Prefarred Fauh Orientation

Modal for Araa whh Unknown Faulta

Model for Uniform Saiamlclty

Fig. 2.2. Idealized Earthquake Source Models (Ref. 6S)
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Chapter 3

A NEW FORMULATION FOR ASSESSMENr OF SEISMIC HAZARD

3.1. Introduction

A full probal:ilistic methoo foc assessing seismic hazard is presented in this chapter. In addi

tion to inherent variabilities, the method eXJiicitly takes into account uncertainties in the analysis

which arise due to estimation errors and model imperfectioos, and provides measures of uncertainty

00 the canputed hazard. These measures are given in terms of standard error of estimation on the

computed seismic hazard. Also provided are sensitivity factors which show the effect and importance

of each variable and parameter on the computed hazard. The infonnation they provide is of vital

interest in the analysis to delineate areas where further refinements and data .collections would help

reduce the dispersion in the computed hazard.

1he methoo is based on numerical and efficient }XOCedures available frem the field of struc

tural relialXlity. In Jmtia.tlar, first- and second-ocder reliability methods (FORM and SORM) are

examined and coIDplI'ed with results obtained from "exact" numerical integration and from several

simulation procedures (basic Monte-Carlo, antithetic variates and directirnal simulation). Examples

to illustrate these procedures are presented in Olapter 5.

3.2. Definitions of Seismic Hazard

Conventional PSHA is~ 00 the attenuatirn of one ground motion parameter, usually the

~ ground acceleration (PGA), that is relieved to adequately describe the intensity of ground

motion at the site of interest. It is current knowledge, however, that the destructive potential of

earthquakes is better represented by rnu oc more parameters of the ground motion, or even by a

combination of them. In particular, in recent years the idea of damageability index of ground

motion for a specific clce of structures has become popular (e.g., Ref. 103). Such an index is gen

erally expressed as a function of several ground motirn parameters, such as PGA or root-mean

square acceleration (RMSA), duratirn of strong motion, and parameters describing the frequency
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content. An example of such is the PD factor defined in Ref. 11 as proportiooal to A2S I w;, where

A2 is the~ mean square value ci ground acceleration, S is the stroog motion duration, and We ,

the characteristic frequency of the earthquake grwnd motion. This index was obtained from the

analysis ci the response of elastq>lastic hysteretic structures subjected to severe earthquake motions.

In such instances, a multivariate hazard analysis methodology that considers the joint occurrences of

the JmalIleters describing the damageability index is needed. The idea for such analysis was first

introduced by IXr Kiureghian [65]. The following formulation is 00sed on this notion.

Let a damageability index be expressed as a function I (Y) of ground motion variables

Y = (Y1 •...• Ym ), and assume these variables are given in terms of a set of basic variables

x = (X1. . . . • X,,) that characterize the earthquake event. The latter variables may include the

characteristics of the earthquake source, its location, and variables descriting the characteristics of

the wave propagation path and local site effects. The relation between Y and X is expressed as

Y=A(X) (3.1)

where A is a function vectoc of X with elements A; (X). Given such ground motion representation,

the seismic hazard for a given site can be defined in several ways. We define marginal hazard for

the i-th intensity parameter Y; as the probitility ci Y; exceeding a level y; in a given earthquake

event, Le.,

h; = P (Y; > y; ) = I f x(x)dx
A, (x) > Y,

(3.2)

which is basically the same equati~ as Eq. 2.30 for a single seismic source. This formulation is use

ful when several ground motion parameters are to be considered simultaneously and independently,

as is done in the programs FRISK and SRAP.

We define union hazard as the probitility of exceedance of any of several ground motion

parameters above their respective thresholds in a given earthquake event. Union hazard is expressed

as

. k

Hu(Y) = P (U Y; >y;) = I fx(x)dx
; =1 •

U A,(lI) >y,
i - 1

(3.3)
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where Hu(.) denotes the total hazard and y is a vector with elements y/. There are many practical

situations where the union hazard is of interest. One exarnJie is when the failure of a structure (col-

lap;e, damage ex serviceability), is defined as the exceedance of any of the ground motion parame

ters Y = (A ,V,D ,s), above the levels y = (a ,v ,d ,s), where A is peak acceleration, V is peak velo-

city, D is peak displacement, and S is strong ground motion duration. In a similar way, intersection

hazard is defined as the prcbability of simultaneous exceedance of each intensity parameter Yj above

the respective threshold Yi' i.e.,

1
HI(y) = P (n Yi >Yi) = J fxCx)dx

i =1 •n A,(x»y,
1-1

(3.4)

This definition of hazard is useful for a complex structure with several lines of defense or COITlJXments

whose joint failure JXOduces the g100al failure of the structure. A tall building whose system to with-

stand earthquake lateral forces is comJX>Sed by shear walls and a ~ripheral moment-resisting frame is

an example of such a redundant structural system.

A more comprehensive formulation of the seismic hazard is specified by the generalized

hazard, defined as

H(y) = P (g(Y) sO) = J fx(x)dx
g(A(x»sO

(3.5)

where g (.) is a selected function of the random variables Y. The three cases defined above are spe

cial cases of this generalized hazard. For instance, the marginal hazard for the i-th component of Y

is obtained by defining g (Y) == Yi - Y; • Furthermcre, g (Y) == m!n (Yi - Yi ) defines the union
I

hazard and g (Y) ==~ (Yi - Yi ) defines the intersection hazard.
I

The generalized hazard formulation is used to compute the hazard associated with the

exceedance of the damageability index, I(y), above a threshold i. To do this, we define

g(Y) = i -I(Y). As an exarnJie, consider the earthquake destructive potential factor PD defined

earlier. For that case, the function g takes the fcrm

(3.6)
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where Y = (A 2 , S ,We)' is the vector of JXlf3Il1eters that characterize the earthquake destructive

JX>tential, A2 is measured in em2 sec-J, S in sec and We in rad/sec, and pd is the specified threshold,

measured in em3 sec-2•

When the surface defined by g (y) = 0 is sm<X1h, the computation of the integral in Eq. 3.5 is

similar to that of the marginal hazard from Eq. 3.2. If g (Y) is not a simple function, as in the cases

of union and intersection hazard presented above, more complex procedures that also involve the

computation of the marginal hazards shOOd be used. These methods will be discussed later in this

chaper. In both cases, a multifold integral must be computed. A general form of this function

corresponding to a non-smooth case is g (.) = u n g; (. )sO, where CA: denotes a collection of com
A: ;Ee.

JX>nentswh~ joint failure coostitute the failure of the system.

The integral in Eq. 3.5 (cr that in Eq. 3.2) JXB:S two problems: One is the formulation of the

jd.nt PDF of X when many dependent variables are involved, and the second is the evaluation of the

multifold integral over the su~ce of X for which g(Y)sO (cr A;(x) > Yi in the latter case).

These topics are discussed in the following too sections.

3.3. Models for Multivariate Distributions

For de~ndent variables joint distribution models are needed. Multivariate distribution models

are limited for use in direct statistical estimation [96]. T\m families are pnticularly useful: (a) joint

distriootion models formulated through conditional distributions; (b) jd.nt distribution models formu-

lated by marginal distributions anajoint statistics, for exampe, covariances or coefficients of correIa-

tion.

The first family of multivariate distribution models is formulated by repeated use of the defini-

tion of conditional prdJability density function (conditional PDF),

(3.7)

where/x/ex; IXI•.•.• X;-l) denotes the conditional PDF of Xi givenX1 = Xl, ...• Xi- l = X;-l' By

selecting aJ'lXOIXiate distriootions for the conditional PDF's, a variety of multivariate distributions

can be develo~. This mooel is useful when infcrmation is available in terms of the conditional
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distributions. One example of this kind is the distribution of sh<rtest distance from a site to the ruJr

tW'e area in a defined fault, which can re formulated conditional on the dimensions of the source

(Le., rupture length, width, etc.). Another example is the distribution of residuals in a regression

analysis, such ~ the distribution of rupture length for a given magnitude.

The second family of distributions is constructed based on the knowledge of marginal distribu-

tions and the second-manent joint statistics of the variables. This model is ottained by use of mar-

ginal transfonnatioos of the variables into standard nonna! variates and the assumption of joint nor-

mality of the standard variates [96 ,116]. According to this model, the joint PDF of X is

Ix (Xl) ... Ix (Xi.)
Ix(x) = 4>/I(z,Ro) ~(Zl)'" 4>(Z/I) (3.8)

where Ix (:x;) = d[Fx(:x;)]I~ is the marginal PDF of Xl; Zl = cI>-l[Fx (:X;)] in which cI>-1 is the
I I I

inverse of the cumulative standard n<rmal probability; 4> (.) is the standard nonna! PDF; and

4> /I (z,Ro) is the n-dimensional n<rmal PDF of zero means, unit standard deviations, and correlation

matrix Ro. The elements Po,lj of Ro are obtained fum relations given in Ref. 116 in terms of the

original correlation coefficients Plj and the marginal distributions of i and j. The above model is

valid ~ long as each marginal CDF Fx (:x;) is continuous and strictly increasing and Ro is poiitive
I

definite. This conditioos are satisfied in nearly all situations of practical interest.

3.4. Methods for Computation of Seismic Hazard

In the current methods of earthquake hazard asses9Dents the integral in Eq. 3.5 is computed

numerically, except for some trivial cases. Thus, the number of random variables to be incorporated

in the analysis is limited to only a few (usually less than fOOT), since the addition of each new vari-

able adds a new fold to the integral. The modeling of the earthquake process is necessarily simplified

to accommodate this restriction. This certainly pa;es a serious limitation to the formulation of the

seismic hazard problem.

As an example, in the program SEISRISK II [19] a maximum of four random variables can be

incorporated directly in the analysis, namely, magnitude, M, distance, R, uncertainty in the attenua-

tion law, z" and uncertainty in the rupture-length relationship, Z,. The effects of variability in
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other parameters, such as the seismicity parameter b, or the maximum magnitude mt> are either

ignored or are examined by repeated analysis, with different values for the parameter. The ability of

computing the integral fum Eq. 3.5 defines the degree of complexity, or realism, that can be incor

JX>rated in the modeling. For instance, when that integral is solved analytically, as in the Cornell

approach, not more than three random variables can be used to characterize the problem: magnitude

M, distance from the site to the earthquake, R, and uncertainty in the attenuation relation, z,. The

zone of earthquake energy release can only be modeled as a point and the attenuation relation used

is of the form of Eq. 2.27.

Numerical integration, 00 the other hand, although it permits a someho.v improved earthquake

modeling has its limitations. The number of variables to incorporate in the modeling and the degree

of complexity of the intensity attenuation relationship are often restricted. However, this is the

approach in the current procedures of seismic hazard analysis. Moot, if not all, computer programs

for seismic hazard perform a numerical calculation of Eq. 3.5 (see section 2.9 of Olapter 2).

In this last case, the release of energy from the earthquake is usually modeled as occurring

along a line rupture, the length of this ruJXure being a function of earthquake size. E.:qiicit uncer

tainty in the ground motion intensity and rupture-length relationshiJli is often incoflX>rated in the

formulation. However, inclusion of uncertainty in other parameters is not considered exceJX for

indirect rrocecIures that demand repeated computations of Eq. 3.5. The use of complex modeling of

the attenuation of earthquake intensity, such as that described in Ref. 10 to represent the azimuthal

effect of intensity attenuation, is also cumbersome from the computational standJX>int.

Even when the distrioo.tion of the random variaHes is specified, the computation of the

integral in Eqs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, or 3.5 can be difficult. A direct numerical evaluation of the integral is

often impractical because of the large dimension. However, integrals of this kind have been of

interest in structural reliability for a long time and efficient techniques for their evaluation are now

available [9 ,120]. Basically, these techniques consist of two steJli: (1) Transformation of the vari

ables into the standard nonnal space; (2) Replacement of the boundary of the integration domain in

the standard space with an approximating boundary for which the exact or approximate solution of
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the integral exists. A detailed descri¢on cf this procedure and the sdution alternatives is presented

in the following sections.

The solution JXOCedure outlined above enalies the analyst to carry out a full probabilistic

descri¢on of the earthquake hazard proliem without limitation of the number of variables it can

accommodate. Sensitivity factors, representing partial derivatives of the hazard with respect to vari

oos prrameters, are byproducts cf the analysis and are easily computed. They are measures of influ-

ence on the hazard of the variabilities arising from varioos randOOl variables, and of various parame-

ters included in the modeling. They are also used to estimate the standard error of the computed

hazard. This methodology is described in section 3.5.

3.4.1. Structural Reliability Methods

Thu classes of problems arise in structural reliability: structural comJX>nent reliatility problems,

and structural system reliability problems. Solution approaches for both kinds of problems are

addressed below.

3.4.1.1. Structural Component Reliability Methods

The compcnent reliatility JXObIem deals with the computatioo of the multifold integral in Eq.

3.2, and Eq. 3.5 in certain cases. 1be technique fa fast and efficient computation of this integral

consists of two step;. 1be first step involves a ooe-t~one transformation of the OOsic variables such

that

U = T(X) (3.9)

where U is a vector of uncorrelated and standardized normally distributed variables, i.e., with zero

means and unit standard deviations. Examples for such transformations are available in the literature

[90 ,69].

The simpest definition of the transformation T appears when the basic variables are mutually

independent with CDFs Fx . Each variable can then be transformed seprrately with the transforma-
I

tion defined by the identities

(3.10)
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where <1>(.) is the cumulative standard nonnal distributioo. The trnnsfonnation is thus

i =1, ... ,n (3.11)

with the inverse transfonnatioo

i =1, .. . ,n (3.12)

For varialXes with joint PDF defined by Eq. 3.8, the transformation to the standard normal SJl1ce is

given by

T: U = La-I (3.13)

where La-1 is the loo.ver-triangular decoIIlpC6ition of Ro. When the basic variables are defined

through the conditional distributions, the Rosenblatt transformation [145] has been suggested by

Hohen}jchler and Rackwitz [90] as a good choice. The transformation is defined by

Ul = <I>-l(Fl(Xl»

U2 = <I>-1(F2(X2I x l»

T: (3.14)

U/I = <I>-l(F/I(Xn lXI' ... , Xn-l»

where F;(X; IXI ,X2, ..• , X;-l) is the cumulative density function of Xi conditional upon

(Xl =Xl, ... , X;-l = X;-l)' The transfmnation first transfoons Xl into a standardized nonna!

variable, Ul . Then the conditional variable x21xl =Xl is transformed into a standardized nonna!

variable, and so forth.

The inverse transformation can be obtained in a step.vise manner as

Xl = Fl-l(<I>(Ul»

X2 = F2-1(<I>(U2IXl»
(3.15)

Xn = F/I -l(<I>(U/I lXI, ... , Xn-l»

In mOO: situations, and seismic hazard analysis is not an excep:ion, the transformations T and its

inverse T-l must be detennined numerically.
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Unless specified otherwise, it will be ~ed that g(.) is a smooth function of the vector of

intensity varialies, Y. The integration domain in the transformed space is expressed by

geT-leu»~ sO. Thus, the boundary of integration in Eq. 3.5 is defined now by geT-leu»~ =

G (u) = 0 and the integral to compute is expressed as

H = I et»(u)du
G(u)sO

where et» (u) denotes the standard multinormal density of u and H represents the probability of

exceedance of intensity level y. In the tennindogy of structural reliability, the function G(u) is

known as the limit-statefunetion, the 1:x>undary of integration G(u) = 0 as the limit-state surface and

H as the probability of failure. A word of caution is necessary, since failure in this case does not

necessarily mean actual failure ct the structure or facility under study if level y is exceeded. It

should be interpreted only in the 001ary meaning of "success" and ''failure'', when a certain condition

is satisfied or not.

The reasons foc the transformation defined in Eq. 3.9 are rnu useful properties of the standard

normal space. One is that the proba1:i.lity density in that space is rotationally symmetric aoout the

origin and decays expooentially with the square ct the distance from it. The second property is that

the probability contents for some simple subiets in arbitrary dimensions are available. These two pro

~rties are the bases for the efficient techniques of integration of Eq. 3.5 mentioned above, namely

the First- and Secood-Order Reliability Methods, FORM and SORM.

3.4.1.1.1. FORM Approximation

The first prqJerty states that in the uncorrelated standard normal space, equal probability den-

sity points are located on concentric h~rspheres with the center at the origin (mean point). Thus,

in this space the JX>int u· on the integration boundary which has minimal distance to the origin has

the highest probabi1ity density in the region of integration. This point is known as the design point.

The value of the integral in Eq. 3.16 can be obtained analytically only for some simple integra

tion boundaries. One ct the simplest case is when the boondary correspoods to an h~rplane, in

which case the probability cootent of the subiet of the standard normal space defined by such sur-
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face, i.e., the approximation of Eq. 3.16, is

(3.17)

where HFO is the first-order awoximation of the hazard and ~ is the distance from the origin to the

hyperplane. A first-order awroximation foc Eq. 3.16 is provided by Eq. 3.17, meaning that the

integratioo boondary G (u) = 0 is approximated by an hyperplane.

1be issue recomes now where to approximate the boundary. It is sound to awraximate the

ooundary at a point where its contribution to the total integral and that of its neighborhood is high.

The design point satisfies this condition by definitioo. Additionally, and since the probalility con-

tent decays exponentially with distance away from this pcint, the errors due to the departures

between the "true" and "awraximated" boundary will not be significant. Thus, the FORM awroxi

mation of Eq. 3.5 is given by Eq. 3.17 where ~, the shooest distance between the design point and

the origin, is defined as

~ = aT u·

in which

VuG(u·) 1.
a = - ~IV""';u'--G--'('--u·:-'-)~I = ifu

(3.18)

(3.19)

is the vector of direction OOiines aIoog the axes Ui'S. The value ~ so defined is known as the reliahil-

ity index.

This awroximation wocks well as long as the limit-state surface has only one_minimal distance

point and when it is nearly flat in the neighborhood of the design point.

3.4.1.1.2. SORM Approximation

When the surface is nonflat, which ocarrs when G(u) and/oc the transformation, T, are/is non-

linear, a second-QTder appraximatioo to H, denoted Hso , is obtained by awraximating the ooundary

of integratioo by a second-order surface at u· , usually a hyperparaboloid or a hypersphere.

Several awoximations of Hso have been derived in recent years. The simplest of these, based

on a rmaooloid fitting, is due to Breitung [34] which was later modified by Hohenbichler [88]
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11-1 !.
HSO = <1>(--13) n (1 + \jI(-~) K;)2

;=1
(3.20)

where n is the number of variables, K; are the main curvatures of the limit-state sUIface or an

approximating hyperparaboloid at the design point, taken paoitive for a convex surface with r~ct to

the origin, and \jI( --13) = <I> (~)I<1>( -~). Foc large ~, \jI(~) .... ~, and Eq. 3.20 tends asymptotically to

Breitung's formula. Three other formulas have been devel<JlXXllater by Tvedt [163, 164] based also

en paraboloid fitting of the limit-state surface, which have been examined in Ref. 68. These first

and second-ocder aprroximaticns are conceptually illustrated in a two-dimensicna1 space in Fig. 3.1.

The approximations generally work well, as leng as the limit-state surface has only one minimal

distance pant. This is because, with only ene such point mart of the contribution to the probability

of interest in the integral of Eq. 3.5 comes fran the neighborhood of the pant on the integration

boundary which is nearest to the origin, where the limit-state surface is well awraximated. When it

has several local minimal distance points, aWfaximate bounds en the probability integral may be

obtained by fitting planar or prrabolic surfaces at all such points [70].

The selectioo of the ''best'' hyperprraboloid to awoxirnate the integratioo boundary has been a

matter of recent study. The mu main awrooches prqxl)ed in the literature are: (1) the curvature-

fitted prrabolrid and (2) the point-fitted paraboldd. In both cases the hyperprraboloid is tangent to

the boundary at the design pant. The difference is that in the :first case the hyperprraboloid main

tains the main curvatures of the surface at the design point [34], whereas in the second it is fitted to

selected points 00 the surface [68].

A coosiderable effort is spent computing the curvatures of the limit-state surface in the first

case, hereafter called SORM-CF, since the full n x n curvature matrix at the design point is

required. In the point-fitted case (SORM-PF) fewer computations are required to define the hyper-

prraboloid in most cases, since only the coocdinates of the fitting points are required. In addition,

with the curvature-fitted sUIface one has to either compute one or more determinants of order n -1

oc solve an eigenvalue protiern of the same order to compute Hso . Such evaluations are not needed

for the fXJint-fitted surface since the princiJXll curvatures are directly computed.
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In this last case the apJroximating hypeqmalrloid is defined by fitting to a set of discrete

JX>ints selected on the limit-state surface at prescribed distances fum the design point, u·. These fit

ting points are selected so as to JXOvide a good fit over a large segment of the neighborhood of u· .

An alternative method to the me presented in Ref. 68 to select these fitting pants is presented

below.

The point-titted hyperparaboloid. Following Ref. 68, the second-order approximation is con-

sidered in a rctated standard spice V' in which the "" I axis coincides with the design point (see Fig.

3.2). The oohogonal transformatim

V' =RU

is used for that pt.lI'JXlie, where the nth-row of R is selected to be u· l(u· T u· )112.

(3.21)

The fitting points, 2(n -1) in number, are selected almg the coordinate axes in the rotated

spice. Along each axis Uj I, i = 1, ... , n -1, two pants on the limit-state surface are selected such

that their probal:ility density is a specified ratio, 'Yr' of the probability density at the design JX>int,

i.e.,

PDF of U±i

'Yr = PDF of u· =
<I> (IU±i D
<I>(lu· D

_!ill' -p')=e 2 (3.22)

where U±i are the fitting points on the paiitive and negative sides of the "i I axis, and p is the dis-

lance from the fitting pants to the origin. This condition, different fum that impaied in Ref. 68 to

select the fitting points, serves two~: (1) to ensure that the pants exist in all situations, and

(2) to make a consistent approximation for all situations.

In Ref. 68 the fitting points were selected such that their aoossa is a fixed fraction ±k of the

distance 13 between the design point and the origin. The value of the JID'3ID.eter k was defined as

{

1 foc 13:s;3
k = 3

if foc 13>3
(3.23)

The rationale for this rule was that 'Yr should not be too small because it would be undesirable to

select fitting points with much lcmer probability density than the design pant. However, this condi

tion is not satisfied by just limiting the value of the aoossa of the fitting point in the standard
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normal space. As a counter example, we examine the probability content of two points in the stan-

dard space, one with coordinates (k 13 ,0) and the other, (k 13 ,00). Among all points .with fixed

abscissa kl3, the first has the largest probability density (exp[ -(kl3)212]) whereas the second has the

lowest (zero). Therefore, it is clear that using the rule specified in Ref. 68 the fitting points

obtained are of uneven probability content, some comparable to that of the design point

(exp [ -13212]), others much lower. The approximation in some cases is appropriate whereas is inade-

quate in others, since the fitted paraboloid may not closely approximate the true surface in the vicin-

ity of the design point.

There are other situations for which this procedure is not suited. As an example, if the limit-

state surface in the rotated standard space tends asymptotically to a line parallel to the ordinate axis

located at a distance less than kl3, as depicted in Fig. 3.3, the fitting point is never reached. TIus

can happen, for instance, when the transformation for any variable is highly nonlinear, say from

exponential to normal distribution. Unfortunately, this is the case for several variables in seismic

hazard analysis, where normality is hardly justified, such as depth of focus, location of epicenter on a

finite fault, seismicity parameter b, magnitude M.

In the SORM-PF method, the principal directions of the approximating hyperparaboloid are

selected to coincide with the coordinate axes in the rotated space, regardless of the orientation of the

principal directions of the limit-state surface. The approximating n-dimensional paraboloid, thus, is

defined by

1 n-l
/ f.l. + ,,- /2u = I-' - LJK' U'

n 2
i
=1 I I

(3.24)

where Ki are the corresponding principal curvatures. These curvatures are determined in terms of

the fitting points in the same manner as described in Ref. 68. For the example shown in Fig. 3.2 the

curvature is given as

1
(3.25)

where K±i are the curvatures of the two semiparabolas. The specific value of 'Yr to be chosen for

finding the fitting points is examined in O1apter 4 through numerical examples.
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Algorithm for computing u· and the titting points. The main effort in the first- or second-

order reliability method is in finding the minimum distance point, u·. This is formulated as a con-

strained optimizatioo JXoblem:

{
minimize
subject to

lui
G(u) = 0 (3.26)

Standard solution algorithms for this problem are available [120, 117]. Starting from a initial JX>int

UQ, these algorithms typca11y generate a sequence of points Ul, U2, .•. , which converge at a

minimum-distance p:>int, provided the algorithm is stable.

Any procedure for computing roots is suitable for finding the fitting points, provided that sta

ti.lityand convergence are satisfied. The secant rule, also suggested for the original ]rint-fitting prcr

cedure [68], can be used for the mcxlified versioo p:-esented here. The search algorithm for the fit-

ting ]rints proceeds as follows:

(1) Compute the distance p that defines JX>ints in the standard space with specified ratio of

JXoOOljlity "I,. with respect to the design point.

(2) Sweep along the circle of radius p, of equal prornbility density, until intercepting the

limit-state surface. The secant method may te used for this JX1I1X>Se.

(3) If a solution is found, stop the JXocedure; if a solutioo is not found, Le., the limit-state

surface does not contain JX>ints with probability density "I,. times that of the design point,

where "I,. «1, then it means that u· is not the actual design point. The above optimiza-

tion algorithm will have to be resolved with a different starting point to obtain the correct

solution for u· .

This procedure is depcted in Fig. 3.4.

3.4.1.2. System Reliability Methods

When the general formulation of the seismic hazard from Eq. 3.5 is used and the g function is

non-smooth, as defined earlier, then a system relialjlity so1utioo strategy is required. Methods of

solution for systems reliability are discussed, for example, in Refs. 9 and 120. A brief description is

JXesented in the fdlowing paragra}i1s.
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1\m special cl~ of systeIm can be recognized, which require different solution techniques:

(a) Series Systems, \\here the failure of the system occurs when any component of the,system fails;

and (b) Parallel Systems, \\here the failure of the system occur when all components of the system

fail. The first case can be recognized as a case of union hazard and the latter, of intersection hazard.

Exampes of both situations can be frond in seismic hazard analysis, as discussed before.

For the case of union hazard (formulation equivalent to series system), if all limit states are

JX>sitively carelated then the seismic hazard is lxxmded by [53]

k k
maxht S H(y) S 1-TI(l-hi ) ~ ~ht

i i=1 i=1
(3.27)

\\here the approximation shown for the upper bound is valid for small prooobilities only. This

rounds are termed Unimodal Bounds. An improvement to these rather loose rounds is obtained with

the Bimodal Bounds [70]

(3.28)

where hij = P (Yi > Yi n Yj > Yj) and k is the tdal number of marginal hazards coosidered.

Frrst- and secmd-order aAJIUXimations of hi and hij can be computed, as discussed in Ref. 120.

The bounds depend on the numbering of the failure modes, and different orderi~ may correspond

to the largest lower bound (infimum) and the lowest upper bound (supremum). Practical experience

recommends ordering the limit states in decreasing ocder of the probability of exceedance.

Combinations of the basic cases already discussed are sometimes found in practice. The solu-

tion apJXooch should be examined separately for each case. Bounds for the case of intersection

hazard (equivalent to rmallel system formulation), although available are of little use. First- and

second-ooler approximations and asymptotic eXJXesSions for the generalized seismic hazard are also

available [120, 89]. At the present time, there is little practical experience with these methods and

their appropriateness should be assessed in each situation.
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3.4.2. Simulation Methods

Under certain circumstances, neither numerical integration nor FORM/SORM methods are

feasible or sufficiently accurate to use. One of these exampes is the generalized seismic hazard case

that involves intersections or unions of g functions or combinations thereof, similar to the general

system reliability JrOlXem. Simulation methods are gaining interest for use in the assessment of sys-

tem reliability. Efficient simulation methods have been suggested in recent years that can be easily

applied to the seismic hazard problem. In some puticular cases only a simulation approach will allow

the analyst to obtain an accurate estimate of the seismic hazard. Foc instance, they may be used to

examine the accuracy of results obtained by an approximate method. Hence, a brief description of

these methods follows.

3.4.2.1. B~ic Monte Carlo Simulation

Basically, Monte Carlo simulation is a samping technique where the obiervations are artifi

cially generated by a computer in accordance with the proffibility distrilxItions of the random vari

ables [146 , 9]. The results from Monte Carlo simulation can be treated statistically. It should be

noted that, as in ordinary sampling, the results ci a Monte Carlo simulation are not "exact" unless the

simulated sampe size is infinitely large. Additionally, errors in the Monte Carlo simulation method

may arise frcm the underlying procedures for generating random numbers.

The results from the simulation pooedure can be expressed statistically by its mean

A 1 N
IJ.H ::;:: - :LPi

N 1=1
(3.29)

(3.30)

where N is the number of simulations and Pi is an indicatoc varialXe equal to one when g (y) :5 0

(success) and zero otherwise (failure). The variance of. the estimation may be estimated by

cT 2 _ 1 {. (p '1)2
H - N (N -1) ~ i - rH

Confidence intervals for the estimate can be obtained using the mean and standard deviation calcu-

tated from Eqs. 3.29 and 3.30. If N, the number of. simulations, is sufficiently large the distribution

of. H can be assumed to be normal by the centra1limit theorem. The (1-a) confidence interval of

the estimate then is
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<H>I-a = (,lH -<Il-1(1-a!2) aH ;,lH + <Il-1(1-a!2) aH ) (3.31)

In seismic hazard analysis, the probability values of interest usually are of the order of 10-3 or less,

for usual structures and facilities. 1bis imJiies that N must be very large to obtain a reliable esti

mate cf the seismic hazard since it takes in average 1/B simulations to olXain me outcome of X with

Pi = 1, and at least 50 such realizations to olXain a reliable estimate.

A number of procedures are availalie to reduce the error (or variance) without increasing the

number of simulations. One such procedure, which is employed in some of the examples in Olapter

5, is discussed below.

3.4.2.2. Simulation with Antithetic Variates

1bis method was developed in 1956 [84]. Basically, for each simulated vector X an additional

outcane X' is canputed, such that each pUr of the corresponding random variables is negatively

correlated, i.e., Cov(xt ,xt ') < O. 1be improvement in the accuracy of the estimator de~nds on the

rroliem.

1he procedure is described as follows: (1) a set cf n uniformly distrilxJ.ted random numbers

Ul , U2' ••• , UII is generated and transformed to obtain X; (2) the related set of random numbers

1-Ul , 1-u2' ... , 1-u1l is transformed to cbtain X' and the values of the indicator Pi; (3) each of

these t\m realizations is treated inde~ndently to compute g (X).

3.4.2.3. Directional Simulation

1bis method has been suggested as a tool for evaluating the multi-normal distrilxJ.tion function

[62]. It is only recently that it has been apPied to structural reliability proliems [23]. The n-

dimensional standard normal vector U is expressed as U = R V, with R pa;itive. The random vari

able R2 has a chi-square distribution with n degrees of freedom, and is independent of the random

unit direction vectoc V = (VI' V 2' . . . , VII ) having a uniform distributim over the n-dimensional

unit sphere!\ in the spice of U. The seismic hazard is computed by conditioning on V = v

H(y)= I P(G(RV)SOIV=v)fv(v)dv
y ..n.

= I P (G(Rv) S O)fv(v)dv
y ..n.

(3.32)
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where f y(v) is the density of V on the unit sphere. The main idea in this method is to compute the

conditional prombility analytically and the integral by simulation. Since the conditional probability

usually has a small value, high level of accuracy can re achieved with a relatively small numrer of

simulations of V. The cmditional proOObility is computed using the distribution of R. The values of

r for which G(r v) :s 0 are usually given by the interval [r0,00), thus, the desired }XObability is given

by

(3.33)

where Xn 2 is the chi-square distribution function of n degrees of freedom, and r 0 is the root of the

equation G(rv) = O. Three special situations shoold also be considered: (1) the solution interval is

(O,r0]; (2) there are multiple roots fer the equation; and (3) there is no solution. The first case

corresponds to a situation where the prombility of exceedance is rather large. This situation is not

common in structural reliability but it might occur in seismic hazard analysis, esprially when the

complete seismic hazard CUIVe is needed. In such a case, the probability from Eq. 3.33 is computed

as

(3.34)

'When there are multiple roots, the proOObility of interest can be computed exactly provided all the

roots are identified. For that case the above-mentioned JIObability is computed as

1
P (G(Rv) :s 0) = 1-~ 1[0.5(r; + ri+l)v][Xn 2(r?+-d -Xn 2(r?)]

1=0
(3.35)

where ro = 0, r,+1 = 00, and r1> r2, "', r, are the ocdered pa>itive roots of the limit-state equa-

tion G(rv) = 0, and 1[.] is an indicator function defined by

l[rv] = {~
rv:{G(rv) :s O}
otherwise (3.36)

The root r 0 (er roots rj, j = 1 . . . 1 when more than me), correspcnding to each vector v; are

found by any suitalie procedure. In situations when the line defined by the direction v; does not

interceIX the n-dimensional surface G(rv) = 0, oc when the value of ro (oc rl for the multiIie roots

case), is far too large to compute the probability in Eq. 3.33 or Eq. 3.34 (Eq. 3.35, in the latter

case), the value of the conditional JIOoobility is approximated by zero.
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1he computation JrOCeCds as follows:

(1) Generation ofN outcomes VbV2, ••• ,VN of the unit vector V.

(2) For each wtcane Vi' determine the root or roots along the direction as defined above

and compute the conditiooal failure puOObility Pi from Eq. 3.33, Eq. 3.34 or Eq. 3.35.

(3) Estimate the mean and variance of the proba1:ility and the confidence interval from Eqs.

3.29-3.31.

Mixing the antithetic variates method with the directirnal simulation procedure is also feasible.

For each simulated direction vector Vi' a collcspooding antithetic direction vector, Vi' = -Vi' is

romputed. The procedure is then followed considering the vectcxs Vi and Vi' as independent simula

tions. The resulting variance is smaller than that using one direction and twice the number of simu

lations.

1hese simulation procedures can be combined with FORM and SORM for further improve

ment of the results. As an example, directiooal simulation combined with second-order approxima

tions of the limit-state surface has been recently used [115] with considerable reduction of the com

pltation effort.

3.5. Sensitivity Analysis and Analysis of Uncertainties

In the past the analysts of seismic hazard do not appear to have been overly concerned with the

assessment of sensitivities and uncertainties in the estimate of seismic hazard. However, an estimate

without a measure of the error is practically meaningless. Different methods have been recently used

to provide an assessment of the dispersion of the probabilistic seismic hazard estimate (see Cbapter 2

section 2.8). All of these methods require repeated analysis with different sets of parameters, with

the results treated statistically to compute the mean, standard deviation and fractiles of the hazard

estimate. From this information, coofidence intervals can be defined under certain assumptions of

the distrilxltion of the computed hazard. No systematic methods for sensitivity analysis in seismic

hazard evaluation have been developed yet. Such analysis can help identify areas where refinements

in the modeling oc in the parameter estimation will have greater influence in reducing the dispersion
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in the estimated hazard. Systematic methods based 00. FORM and directional simulatioo. for com-

plting sensitivities and uncertainties of seismic hazard are described in this sectioo..

3.5.1. Sensitivity Analysis

The reliability methods described in the preceding sectioo. Jresent the additional advantage of

providing measures of sensitivities of the computed probability to the different variaties and parame

ters involved, with no or little extra effort. As a byproduct ci the cptimization algorithm to find the

nearest Jrint, a vector a (the normalized gradient vector at the design JX>int) representing partial

derivatives of the hazard with respect to variations in the COOlponents of the standard normal vector

U, is obtained from Eq. 3.19. The values ai are often referred to as the sensitivity factors in the ter-

minology of structural reliability. They reJresent sensitivities of the first-order estimated hazard with

respect to the design point. The transformed version of the preceding vector, -y ,representing partial

derivatives of the hazard with respect to the comJX>I1ents of the original random vector X, can also be

obtained

-y=
VXg(x·)

IVxg(x·) I (3.37)

where x· = T-l(U·) is the design point in the original sptee. Similar sensitivity measures with

respect to any desired model parameter (e.g., a parameter of the attenuation law or a parameter of

the probability distribution of the magnitude M) can be readily computed in terms of a [120].

Apart from the sensitivity measures with~ to the OOsic randOOl variables present in the formu-

lation of the hazard, rnu additional sets of these measures can be obtained: (a) sensitivity measures

with respect to distribution JXlrameters and (b) sensitivity measures with respect to parameters in the

limit-state .fwu:tion. Expressions for these measures are described below.

3.5.1.1. Sensitivity with respect to Distribution Parameters

Let the distribution of X, F x(x, +), be specified in terms of a set of Jm3llleters +. The vector

'" contains parameters that are used to describe the distribution, e.g., means, variances, and correla-

tion coefficients. Thus, the transformation from Eq. 3.9 can be written as
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U = T(X, '1') (3.38)

The JE1ial derivatives <f the reliability index ~ with~ to the COIIlJX>nents of the vectoc \If are

romputed making use <f the expressioo ~2 = u· T u· obtained by replacing the expression of a from

Eq. 3.19 in Eq. 3.18, as

.L1:l(.,.) = 1...T a •
~i ... ... ~ u a\lfi u

_ 1 .T a '1'(. )
- j3u a"'i 'J. x ,\If

Replacing Eq. 3.19 in the alx>ve equation,

a:
i

~(\If) = aT a:
i
1"(x· ,\If)

In vectoc form foc all elements of \If :

(3.39)

(3.40)

V.~ = aT Ju• •• (3.41)

\Were Ju••• ' the Jacobian of the transformatioo, is calculated with x· fixed. Hence, sensitivities to

the first-order failure probal:jlity estimate His, accmling to Eq. 3.17,

V.HFO = V.<I>(~(+»

= -4>(~(\If»V. ~

= -4>(~(\If» aT Ju•••
(3.42)

1bis is the final expressioo to COIIlplte the sensitivities of the hazard H with respect to distribution

pmuneters. nuing the process cf solution, ~(\If) and a are obtained and only the Jacobian needs to

be complted additionally.

3.5.1.2. Sensitivity with respect to Parameters of the limit-State Function

Let the limit-state functioo be specified in terms ofa set of parameters T1, i.e., G(U,T1). The

putial derivatives of the reliability index ~ with respect to the compooents of the vector.T1 are also

computed making use of the expression for ~ given above

(3.43)
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From the total derivative of the limit-state function G (u· ,1) we have

v G(· )T au· + aG(u· ,'1) = 0
u· u, TI O'f); O'f);

Hence,

-v G(· ) au· = aG(u· ,TI)
u· u, TI O'f); O'f);

Combining Eqs. 3.43 and 3.45 yields

In vector fonn for all elements of 1)

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

where the derivatives with resrect to TI are computed with u· fixed. The sensitivities of first-order

prooobility of exceedance or seismic hazard estimate, HFO ' according to Eq. 3.17, are obtained from:

V.,flFO = V,,<I>(-13(TI»

= -<I> (---j3(TI» V,,13

= -<I> (---j3(TI» IVu' G(~. ,TI) I V"G (u· ,TI) (3.48)

This is the final expression to comJX1te the sensitivities of the hazard H with respect to JmaIIleters of

the limit-state function. During the process of solution, only the JEtial derivatives of G (u· ,1) with

respect to the components of TI need to be computed additionally when these sensitivities are

required. The expressions from Eqs. 3.42 and 3.48 are easily computed during the process of solu-

tion.

The aoove sensitivity measures can also be ottained when simulation procedures are used. In

pn1icular, sensitivities of the estimated seismic hazard (as given by Eq. 3.32) with respect to deter

ministic parameters of the limit-state function or to distribution JmaIIleters can be comJX1ted directly

in the directional simulation scheme [24]. The vectorial form of these sensitivities is

(3.49)
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where KII is the chi-square density function of n degrees ci freedom. Using this expression, the vec

tor of sensitivities can be estimated by directional simulation in a similar way to the simulation of H.

1hese sensitivity measures, ~de from the information they provide by themselves, can also be

used to compute estimates cf the standard erroc of the hazard. This is explained in the follo.ving sec

tion.

3.5.2. Analysis of Uncertainties

There exists a clear distinction between the different types of uncertainties discussed in section

2.8 of Olapter 2. 1bey have been treated differently in seismic hazard analysis: integration is canied

rot over probabilistic variabilities to get a single hazard CUIVe, whereas modeling uncertainties are

expressed by multiple ~umptions, hypothesis, or pmuneter values. These multiple interpretations

result in a collection of hazard CUlVes that are treated statistically.

1be sqmatim between inherent, statistical, and model uncertainty is difficult. As an exam

tie, let us examine the uncertainty in the earthquake intensity attenuation. Soorces of inherent ran

domness that contribute to the total uncertainty arise from the mechanism of earthquake rupture, the

tyOJEgatim JEth cf the seismic waves, and the prqJerties cf the medium of propagation. The details

cf the rupture process in time and space m the seismic source are random in nature and cannot be

JXedicted in advance. The multiple reflections and refractions of the seismic waves as they travel

across the earth are also unpredictalie and contribute to the total uncertainty. The JrolXrties and

characteristics of the prqJagating medium also influence the attenuation ci seismic waves and contri

rute to the final uncertainty. They cannot be detenninistically defined, not only because of the ran

domness in their distribution in space, but also due to the·unpredictability of the proplgating path of

the seismic waves.

Modeling uncertainty arises since simple formulas such as th~ in Talie 4.1 do not adequately

model the complex phenomenon of earthquake generatim and wave proplgation. A part of this

uncertainty can be eliminated by using mae refined models which account for some of the JEraffie

ters characterizing the phencmenon, such ~ the average properties of the medium, rupture direc

tivity and velocity, etc. The problem mth such refined models, however, is the difficulty in
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estimating their parameters as sufficient data fer suchp~ is still not available.

1be large scatter in observed data around attenuation laws represents the combined effect of

inherent variabilities and mooel uncertainties. At this time, the cmtributioo of each component can

ooly be determined by judgement. Several approoches to incorporate model uncertainty are currently

available, as mentioned in section 2.8 of Olapter 2.

In recent years, in PRA studies of nuclear power plants, there has been a tendency to separate

the contribution of statistical and modeling uncertainties to seismic hazard from the contribution of

variables perceived to represent inherent randomness. This is the approach of the methooology

p-esented below, which allows the analyst to separate the rnu types of contributions. Inherent varia

bility is incoqx>rated in the proOObilistic focmulation as random variables with prescribed probability

distriootion. On the other hand, let the vector 9 dend:e the set of parameters that define the

models and distributions used in formulating the seismic hazard. Example elements of this vector

are 13, mt> v, parameters Ct>C2,C3 and C4 of the attenuation mooel CEq. 2.27), and parameters a

and b of the rupture length-magnitude relationship.

Let R(e) dend:e the estimated hazard for intensity level y for a given set of parameters,

e = 9. For each such set 9, R(9) is a Jrint estimate of the hazard for level y. In particular, for 9

equal to the mean of 9, the estimated hazard may be regarded as a first-order estimate of the mean

hazard, J.LH.

1be problem is now to estimate the standard erroc of R(8), a complex functioo of 8. A sirn

pe technique to use is linearization. From the Tayloc series expansion in the neighborhood of the

mean parameter values, R (9) = R (Me) + Vell (Me) ( 8 - Me), the variance of R (e) is

o-H
2 = Vell(Me)~89Vell(Me)T (3.50)

where ~89 is an estimate of the covariance matrix of 8 and Vell (Me) is the vector of partial deriva-

tives of the hazard with resJ:ect to the amponents of 9 evaluated at the mean point. This vector is

available from the analysis of sensitivities and Eqs. 3.42 and 3.48 are used for its computation.

Since 9 may include parameters from the distribution of X as well as parameters from the

limit-state functioo, it is useful from the comrutational standpoint to partition the· vector in two
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segments: eT = (~,T,~1). The apptq>riate pntial derivatives of the hazMd obtained from Eq.

3.42 will form the upper part of the vectoc VeH(Me) whereas tha;e obtained from Eq. 3.48 will

form the lower JEt ci it.

Mf3ures of uncertainty associated with the seismic hazard assessments at various levels are key

when decisions are to be ]XOperly made. Certainly, more information is provided if the distribution

ci the ccmputed estimate is known, once its standard error is obtained. Confidence intervals and

fractiles ci the estimate are calculated from this informatioo.
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Chapter 4

SEISMIC HAZARD WITH IMPROVED EARmQUAKE MODELING

4.1. Introduction

This chapter presents a general formulation for seismic hazard analysis including the develop

ment of improved modeling of the earthquake rupture process and associated attenuation of seismic

intensity. This formulation is especially suited for the solution awrooch presented in Olapter 3.

According to the formulation presented in Olapter 3, the seismic hazard can be expressed as

the integral of the joint probability density of the random variables involved in the analysis over the

domain defined by G(u) ::s O. In order to perform the integration, the function Aj from Eq. 3.2,

Le., the ground motion intensity descriptor in tenns of the basic variables, X, needs to be specified.

Several definitions of this function are examined in the fdlowing sections.

1\vo basic seismic source models are developed in this chapter. These models include a rather

general geometric description of the earthquake source. Particular cases, such as the source models

presented in Ref. 65, can be obtained as special cases of the general formulations presented here.

The models fKesented in this chapter are used in the numerical applications described in

Olapter 5.

4.2. Improved Geometric Description of Earthquake Rupture Process

Potential sources of seismic threat foc a site can be of various nature. Geologic faults are one

of the mast common source of seismic activity. In certain cases the geometry of the fault or system

of faults is well defined, as it is the case for the San Andreas fault system in California. In other

cases the geometry is rather uncertain or unknown, due to insufficient surveys or lack thereof. A

review of current practice in evaluating faults for their earthquake hazard can be found in Ref. 112.

There are also seismically active areas without clearly defined features, as is the case for the

seismicity zones defined in section 2.4 of OlaJter 2. An example of such zone is the Olarleston
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region in the &tern United States. Foc this reason, a COInJXehensive seismic hazard model must

include potential sources with known, JE1ially known and unknown fault geometry, as well as diffuse

oc area sources. In this study, two different source models are introduced: (a) general fault source

and (b) general area SOOfCe. A general fonnulation of these source models follows.

4.2.1. General Fault Source

This source model is basically defined as a linear fault with its main characteristics well or par

tially known. 'The uncertain characteristics of the fault may include its total length, if' strike, e,

and dip angle, <1>, all of mch are modeled as random variables. The pcEtion of the site with

respect to the fault is assumed to be well defined.

As in Ref. 136, two alternative models of the extend of rupture along the fault are considered;

namely, that the rupture may oc may not extend beyond the known ends of the fault. The first

situation arises when the fault ends are not well defined, or when there are reasoos to believe that

the rupture may propagate beyond the end }rints. Other example of this situation is found when fic

titious ends are defined for a long fault when it is believed that events taking place beyond those

JX>ints will not ccntribute to the hazard at the site.

'The second situation is more reasonable to justify since it is believed that geologic features of

this sort have definite limits. Additiooally, there are sprific situations when this model should be

used. For instance, it is believed that bends in faults playa role in starting and stopping earthquake

ruptures [105]. Thus, bends in a given fault must be defined as physical limits to ruptures occurring

between them.

Since the location of the site is well defined, a set of local Cartesian coordinate system is esta

\:lished with its center at the site. The orientation of the axes is arbitrary but the analyst might wish

to select the x-axis in the orientation of the north to make it canpatible with the usual definition of

the fault strike by geologists. The location of the fault is determined by the location of its end

jX>ints, A and C (Fig. 4.1). Uncertainty in the length and orientation of the fault trace (defined as

the projection of the fault onto the ground surface) is modeled by the random location in space of

these points, the most general case being represented by the joint distribution
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This formulation provides maximwn flexibility in modeling the uncertain geometry of a fault.

For example, when the x-axis is prrallel to the fault (YA and Yc are deterministic and equal to each

other), a modeling with joint distribution Ix x (XA ,Xc) that includes a coefficient of correlation
• c

Px x near -1, will impy uncertainty only in the fault length. A joint distri1:x.Ition I y y (YA ,Yc)
AcAe

with a coefficient of correlation py y near -1, and deterministic XA and Xc can be used to model
• c

uncertainty in the fault orientation with respect to the site, and with py y near 1 to model uncer-
A C

tainty in the distance of the fault from the site. Fault traces, althoogh often represented as lines in

mapi, are actually zones of a finite width, usually of about a few kilometers. The latter modeling

can be used to represent this physical situation. Obviously, many other practical situatioos can be

represented by the aid of this formulation.

The geometric layoot of this source model is depicted in Fig. 4.1. As mentioned before, the

fault trace is limited by its end points A and C; ruptures may or may not be constrained by each of

these ends points, as discussed before. Point B represents the ~rpendicularprojection of the site on

the fault trace. The center eX the earthquake rupture is located on the fault plane (point II) and is

completely defined by its horizontal distance s from the left end A of the fault trace, its depth z and

the dip angle <l>. The projection of the center of rupure on the fault trace is point F and its vertical

projectioo ooto the ground surface is point E. The pa;ition of the site with respect to the fault may

be defined by the perpendicular distance from the site to the fault trace (SB = d) and the lengths of

the left (AB = /1) and right (Be = /2) segments of the fault defined by the projection point B. If

the fault is located completely to the left of the site then /1 is taken to be negative, if completely to

the right then /2 is taken to be negative. These distances are computed in terms of coordinates of

the end points from

(4.1)

(4.2)
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I
- I CYc -YA)YC + (Xc -XA)Xc I

2-

V(Xc -xAf + CYc -YA)2

1hese definitions are similar to tha;e used in Ref. 65 to characterize a well known fault. In addition

to the coordinates cf end pcInts A and C, the dip angle 4> is considered to be a random variable with

The rupture is modeled as a rectangular area contained in the fault plane, as depcted in Fig.

4.1b. The rupture is defined by its center point H whose location on the fault trace and depth are

random variables with jcint PDFf sz (s ,z). The rupture can have any inclination with respect to the

horizontal on the fault plane, as defined by its rake or plunge, \jI, which is also taken as a random

variable with distril:ution f'l'(\jI). The length, Ir , and width, Wn of the rupture are expressed as

functioos of the earthquake magnitude, M,

(4.4)

and

(4.5)

where Z, and Zw are random variables that account for the uncertainty in the relations and a, ,hi' ~"

and bw are coefficients ottained from regressim analysis. The variables Z, and Zw are usually

assumed. to be lognormally distributed, which implies a ~bility for an infinitely long or wide rup-

ture. The use of truncated distril:utions, such as those from Table 2.2, for these variables seems to

be more appropriate. As demonstrated in section 2.4 of Olapter 2, Z, and Zw are correlated vari-

ables. Therefore, a jcint distril:ution model of the type in section 3.3 of Olapter 3 would be

appropriate. Probability distributim models foc M are discussed in O1apter 2.

A measure cf distance is required for defining the attenuation law cf the ground motion inten-

sity. Several such measures have been proposed in the past, including the eli-central or hypocentral

distance, the distance to the center of energy release, the shortest distance to the rupture zone or to

its surface projection. Given the layout shown in Fig. 4.1, a number of such distance terms can be

calculated. For this purpa;e, it is useful to consider the following distances: BS' = d cai</> ,

SS' = d sin4>, BB' = FE = z00leCCl>, BF = B'H = Is -It I, and EF = zcot4>.
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(a) Shortest distance to the mpture:

Rf = V[dsin<l>P+[max{O;~ -w,I2}P+[max{O;J1 -I,I2}]2 (4.6)

where Jp and tZ are the distances perpendicular and parallel to the rupture orientation, ljI, respec-

tively, from the center of the rupture to the projection of the site on the inclined fault pane (Fig.

4.1b). They are given by

~ = S'D' = S'B'ro;ljI + B'Hsinljl

= IIz ro;ec4> - d ca;<j> ICO&jI + Is -II Isinljll

J1 = D'H = B'Hro;ljI-S'B' sinljl

= lis -Ill ro;ljI-lz ro;ec4> -d ca;<j> Isinljll

(4.7)

(4.8)

Since the dip is measured as the smallest angle retween the grOWld surface and the fault plane, the

angle <I> in Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8 must be re}iaced by 1T -<I> when the pane dip; away fran the site.

The rupture should be constrained at least from above since it cannot extend beyond the free

surface. The restriction that must be~ is

z ~ [ w,l2 CO&jI + 1,12 sinljl ] sin<l> (4.9)

If the rupture is constrained also from below, Le., it cannot extend deeper than a certain depth Zm'

the restriction is

(4.10)

When the rupture is modeled such that it is contained between the fault ends, then the random vari-

able s is coostrained by

If -[w,l2sinljl + 1,l2ca;lj1] ~ s ~ [w,l2sinljl + 1,I2CO&j1] (4.11)

The two constraints in Eq. 4.11 can be individually active or inactive, depending on whether the rup

ture is constrained at both ends, only at me end, <r ncr constrained at all.

(b) Shortest distance to the projection of the rupture on the fault trace:

(4.12)

where d1, the shortest distance from point B to the projection of the rupture 00 the fault trace is

given by
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(4.13)

The same restrictions as in the previous case are imJXJSed when the rurture is constrained within the

fault end points.

(c) Distance to the center of ropture:

Ria = Y[ d sin<!> ]2 + [z cosec<l> -d coscI> P+ [s -ld2 (4.14)

1bis distance may be regarded as the hypocentral distance when the dimensions of the rupture are

ignored.

(d) Distance to surface projection of the center of rupture:

Re = Y[d -z cd<\> ]2 + [s -l1P (4.15)

1bis distance may be regarded as the eJicentral distance when the dimensions of the rup:ure are

ignored.

The above general fault soorce model in special cases produces models previously used by other

authors. For example, the line-rurture model of Der Kiureghian and Ang [66] is obtained by setting

w, = 0, \\f = 0 and z = h, and the point-rupture model of Cornell [54, 55] is obtained by addi

tionally setting i, = O.

4.2.2. General Area Source

Area source models are necessary for seismically active regioos where no specific seismic

features are known. In this model, the earthquake source is also modeled by a rupture area. How

ever, the rupture orientation is assumed to be random, except when a preferred orientation for the

source area is known. T\\Q simple shaf£S are considered in this general description of the area

source; namely, annular and triangular areas. A general seismic area can be described by a synthesis

of these simple area source models.

(1) Annular Region. 1bis area is defined in polar coordinates as depicted in Fig. 4.13. The

radial and angular coordinates of the annular area are constrained by Po:s P :S Pb and

90 :S 9 :S 9b • The derth is measure along a z coordinate.
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The site is assumed to be located at the origin of the coordinate system, i.e., p = a = z = O.

The location of the center of the rupture in the seismic source is random and defined by its coordi-

nates, p, a and z, with joint PDF f pfJZ (p , a ,z). The horizontal distance between the vertical pro-

jection of the site on the horizontal plane Z = z and the center of the rupture is d = p.

The total area of this region is given by

(4.16)

This value is used when contribution of the seismicity of each sulmea, Aan ,1, to the seismicity of the

total area, Au" = L Aan ,1, is to be evaluated,
1

When the center of rupture is equally likely to occur anywhere within the area source, p and e

are independent and unifoonIy distributed random variables with the joint PDF

fpe(p,a) = f-
on

(4.17)

However, one can specify any joint distriootionfpgz(p, a ,z) that represents the likelihood of earth-

quake occurrences within the seismic area.

(2) Triangular Region. This shape is selected fer its versatility and simpicity. A general tri-

angle is defined by the coordinates of its vertices, as shown in Fig. 4.2b, the only condition being

that the three vertices not be aligned. The area of the triangular region is

A". = [s n(s -li)]t
1=1

(4.18)

where s = (11 + /2 +13)12, and I b /2 and /3 are the lengths of its sides. These lengths can be

obtained from the coordinates of the vertices as

j = 1,2 or 3 (4.19)

where x4 == Xl and Y4 == Yl' AsJor the p-evious case, this value of the area is used when the contri-

ootion of the seismicity of each sulmea, A".,J, to that of the total area, AIOt = LA".,J, is to be
i

evaluated.
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The detenninistic coordinates (x, ,y, ,0) specify the location d. the site. The location of the

center of the earthquake rupture is randomly distributed over the entire seismic source. Its coordi

nates (x ,y ,z) are assumed random variables characterized by their joint PDF1XYZ (x ,y ,z). VYhen

the likelihood of earthquake occurrences is unifmn within the seismic area, then the joint PDF of

the coordinates of the center of the rupture is1XYZ (x ,y ,z) =1XY (x ,Y)1z (z ), where

(4.20)(x ,Y)En1
lXY(x ,y) = All'

where n represents the triangular seismic region, and1z (z ), the distributioo in depth of earthquake

occurrences, can be any suitable PDF. VYhen the seismic area is compased of several of these

subareas, All' should be replaced by Atot in Eq. 4.20, and n represents the td:al seismic region con-

sidered.

The horizootal distance between the vertical projection of the site on the horizontal plane

z = z and the center of the rupture, is given in this model by

(4.21)

Once the parition in splCe of the center of the rupture is located, its size and orientation remain to

re defined. The size is defined in an analogous manner to the previous case, by means of Eqs. 4.4

and 4.5, since the rupture is modeled as rectangular. The orientation of the earthquake rupture is

defined by its strike and dip, which are considered random variables with their associated PDFs as

in the JXeCeding general fault model. For simplicity, the rake or plunge of the rupture is assumed to

have a deterministic value til = o. If infmnation about distribution of the plunge of ruptures is

available, it can be easily incCIporated in the analysis.

For a given location of the center of the earthquake rupture (x ,Y ,z), in Cartesian coordi

nates, the characteristics of the rupture and associated distances to the site are shown in Fig. 4.3.

Expressions for these quantities are summarized below

dp = I(x -x,)sina -(y -y,)ca;al
d, = I(x -x,) ca;a + (y - y, )sina I
d1 = Iz coscI> +dp~ I
dz = Iz sin<\> - dp coscI> I

(4.22a)

(4.22b)

(4.22c)

(4.22d)
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d3 = d1 (4.22e)

where the orientatioo of the ruJXure is defined by the strike a, and dip, <l>, angles. The different

measures of distance are presented below for this type of source model.

(a) Shortest distance to the rupture:

Rf = Vd l
Z + [max{O ;dz -wrl2}f + [max{O ;d3 -lr12W

(b) Shortest distance to the projection of the rupture on the fault trace:

Rs = V[d1 cmx<l>f+[max{0;d3 -lr l2}f

(c) Distance to the center of rupture:

Rh = Vex, -x'f+ (ys _y)z+zz

(d) Distance to surface projection of the center of rupture:

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

R(! = d = Vex, -xf+ (ys _y)Z (4.26)

When the rupture is not horizontal but mth a plunge, \jI, dz and d3 in the above formulas should be

replaced mth dz CffijI + d3 sin\jl and d3 costjI -dz sin\jl , respectively.

The Jmticular area source models shO'Wll in Fig. 2.2 can be obtained from the above general

area source modeled as follows: (a) the model for area with preferred fault orientation is obtained

mth deterministic depth z = h, strike a = <la, dip <l> = 0, and rupture mdth Wr = 0; (b) the

model for area with unknown faults is the same as (a) but with randOOl strike uniformly distributed

between 0 and 21T; and (c) the model for unifmn seismicity is obtained mth an annular region hav

ing Po = 0, Pb = r, eo = 0, 0b = 21T, and mth deterministic depth z = h, dip angle <l> = 0, and

rupture mdth W r = O.

4.3. Improved Modeling of the Attenuation Law

In the current practice, models of earthquake intensity attenuation are restricted to functional

forms of the type given by Eq. 2.27, that include only t\\O independent random variables. Such

models are clearly crude rep-esentations of the actual attenuation of seismic waves. The independent

variables are a measure of distance, R, and a measure of the earthquake size, generally the magni-
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tude M. However, no consensus has yet been reached on the precise definition of either variable.

Several measures cf distance have been propa;ed, \Wich were discussed earlier. For sites located

several source dimemions away fum the source, there is little difference between the various dis

tance measures. On the other hand, for shorter distances, the difference between the various dis

tance measures becomes significant.

The earthquake magnitude also has its limitations. There are a variety of magnitude scales and

that often leads to confusion. MeEt of them, except moment magnitude, saturate as the size of the

earthquake increases. Bolt [25] argues that the magnitude is not a robust scaling factor for ground

motion intemity attenuation. He favors stress drop, among the p-esently defined soorce rmameters,

as the mail satisfactory to describe the local intensity of shaking.

To overcome these and other difficulties, a general formulation of the attenuation law is con

sidered. Let X be a vector containing all random varial:ies that affect the intensity attenuation in a

region of interest. The elements of X may include source parameters, e.g., stress drop, fault slip,

corner frequency, cut-off frequency; rupture prq>agation rmameters, e.g., duration, velocity, direc

tion of pI'Oplgation; OOrriers (or asperities) characteristics; properties of the ground medium, e.g.,

rigidity, shear wave velocity, demity; etc. Also let P denote a vector of parameters that influence

the ground motion and are predictal:ie in advance. Exampes for the compcnents of this vector are

prrameters that define the~ cf faulting or mechanism, the type and depth of soil or rock and

topographic features on which the site is located, and the type and size cf the structure that will

experience the shaking. In meEt cases, the components of this vector are indicator variables, taking

the values me or zero, depending on whether a specified condition is satisfied or not. Finally, let C

denote a vector of the coostants defining the attenuation model, which are obtained from regression

analysis cf recorded data. A general representatim of the attenuatim law is

y = Y(X,P, C) (4.27)

Simple versions of this representation are the attenuation relationship; reported in recent years by

Cambpell [43], Joyner and Boore [97], Bdt and Abrahamson [28], Brillinger and Preisler [37 , 38]

and others (See Table 4.1). An enhanced exampe of this representation is developed beiON.
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4.3.1. Model with Source Directivity Effect

Focusing effects of ground motion intensity due to JXOplgating ruptures have been recognized

for quite some time. The ground motion felt within a small azimuth fran the direction of rupture is

consideratly larger in amplitudes and with higher frequency content than that OCselVed in other

directions. Theoretical seismologists 'Were the first to develqJ interest in the problem of azimuthal

variation of the characteristics of a seismic signal due to the movement of the emitting source.

Later, due primarily to observed patterns of damage in earthquakes, the engineering profession

recame aware of the importance of such phenomenoo. Discussions and references on the problem

can be found for example in Ref. 27.

Although this phenomenon has been known for some time now, it is only recently that the

influence of the directivity effect on seismic hazard has been investigated [10]. In that study it was

concluded that the directivity effect is significant, particularly at high acceleration levels (low hazard

levels), which are of engineering interest. At such levels, the effect of the directivity is an increase

in the hazard by a factor of around 10 to 20 foc an exam):ie case. The correspooding acceleration

level for a fixed hazard is increased by a factor of two to three. These results are consistent with a

rule of thumb proposed by McGuire [127]: "A change in assumptions that results in a factor X

change in the annual probability of exceedance at a given ground motion level, will result in cube-

root of X change in the ground motion for a target annual probability".

The effect of the moving rupture is incorporated in the attenuation law by means of a direc-

tivity factor that modulates the intensity

(4.28)

in which amu is the rcxx-mean-square acceleration, M o is the seismic moment, v" is the shear-wave

velocity, R is the distance from the source to the site, p is the density of the medium of propagation

of waves, Kt-1 is the correlation time of the stochastic rupture model, q is an inelastic attenuation

parameter, Tr is the duration of the rupture also called faulting duration, and D ('Y ,Me) is a direc-

tivity factor given by
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1
D("'{ ,Mc) = 2 -Mc cai"'{ [

3 -Mc cai"i ]t
1-Mc cai"'{

(4.29)

in which m =vr/v, , the ratio of the rurture velocity, Vr , to the shear wave velocity, v" is the seismic

Mach number and "'{ is the angle between the direction of the rupture prq>agation and the radius

vector from the reference pcint on the rupture to the site. .This attenuation law was propa;ed by

Faccioli [78] based m the theoretical model of the rurture mechanism developed by Haskell [86].

This attenuation relationship was tested for a number of earthquake records (49 records from 11

earthquakes worldwide), ranging from local magnitude ML = 4.7 to surface wave magnitude

M, = 7.7, from a variety of tectmic sett~ and at hypocentral distances of 5 to 100 lan. Predicted

values are reported to be within ±50% of the observed mes in 42 of the records, including the

Pacoima nun record.

1bere is theoretical and emPrical evidence of correlation between Kt-1 and Mo. Faccioli [78],

using records from earthquakes in Italy and Yugoslavia foond the relationship

lnK,-1 = (O.26±O.02) lnMo -(16.08±O.99) (4.30)

This equation has good agreement with the relatim Kt -1 ex Moo:n obtained on purely seismological

grounds [86]. For the value of Tr , the faulting duration, a relation of the form Tr = b 1M ob2 was fit-

ted [78] to a set of observations (15 in total) corresponding to earthquakes from the Western US, Fri-

uli, Montenegro and Japm. The predictim equation is

(4.31)

with a standard deviatim of 1.9 sec. Based on OOservational evidence, an approximate relation

between seismic moment, M 0' and seismic magnitude, M, is given by [102]

logMo = 15M + 16 (4.32)

Replacing the functional relations for Kt-1 and Tr in terms of M o, and the latter in terms of the

preceding equation, Eq. 4.28 may be written in the familiar form

(4.33)

where Ch C2, C3 and C4 are regional constants that must be obtained through regression analysis.
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1he addition of C4 to R in the denominator is dooe pimarily t.J t.rtend the applicability of the

p:esent model to the near-field, thus avoiding divergence of Eq. 4.33 when R approaches zero.

Also, the distance term R is interpreted here as the nearest distance from the recording site to the

rupture trace to account for the rupture dimension and to be coosisteilt with the rupture model used

in the analysis. In that model, the intensity of ground motioo is assumed to depend mainly on the

rortioo of the rupture that runs clCliest to the site. Althoogh this definition is generally regarded as

better than the epcentral or hypocentral distance, it has its own shortcoorings. In puticular, the

directivity effect on the seismic intensity at a site is produced by the contrilxItion of all ruptures

occurring aloog the entire segment that breaks during the earthquake. Therefore, a measure of sig

nificant distance that is a sort of average between the distance frem the fXJint where the rupture

starts and that where it stop;, seems more coosistent with the physics of the problem. (In all this dis

cussion it is assumed that the rupture is unilateral, i.e, it propagates in only one direction). The

definition of elliptical distance by Bureau [42], as the average of the distances from the site to the

ends of the fault surface rupture, satisfies this conditioo.

The angle 'Y in the directivity function is defined in the present study as the angle formed by

the trace of the rupture and the horizontal line joining the epicenter and the site. This selection is

made to simplify the solutioo procedure since it is not yet clear which angle influences directivity.

The use of this angle oc that defined previously, will make little difference in the analysis, since

directivity effects are obierved mainly in the near-field where the differences between ~uch angles is

small. On the other hand, greater uncertainties are involved due to factors that often mask focusing

effects like scattering, attenuatioo, and source asperities.

Similarly to an average measure of distance, one can define an average measure of the angle 'Y

to be used in the directivity function. This can be particularly meaningful when loog ruptures run

cla;e to the site. Consistent with the use of the elliptical distance, 'Y can be defined as the half angle

formed by the lines joining the site and the end pcints of the fault. For sites located in the forward

oc backward directioo of the rupture proplgatioo, this definitioo makes no significant changes in the

directivity function with respect to the previous definitions. The differences arise when the length of
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the rupture is large comprred to the distance from the site to the rupture: To compare the results,

consider the following example: the site is located at a perpendicular distance of 10 km from the

middle of a rupture with length of 100 kIn. The value of the angle formed by the trace of the rup

ture and the horizontal line jci.Ding the epcenter and the site is "(1 = 0.1974 rad. The value of the

half angle fermed by the lines jci.Ding the site and the end points of the fault is "(2 = 1.3734 rad.

The ratio rD = D (-Y1 ,Me) / D ("(2 ,Me) depends also on the value of the seismic Mach number Me .

For this example, rD varies frcm 1.93 to 5.02 when Me varies from 0.65 to 0.95. This is a signifi

cant difference and the validity of either definition of "(, as well as the definition of the measure of

distance, should re examined with data from future well instrumented earthquakes.

The directivity effect is largely influenced by the seismic Mach numrer. This influence is more

dramatic for seismic Mach numbers dOle to unity. It has reen reported (Refs. 32 and 33, for exam

ple) that this parameter has a striking effect on the normal component of the near-fault motions, but

a small effect on the radial motioo.

At the present time, Eq. 4.33 should be regarded merely as a plausil:ie model for the attenua

tion law. Recordings showing this effect are presently scarce. The model should be tested against

data collected from future earthquakes. It was recently brought to the author's attention that Camp

bell [45] is in the JrOCCSS of including directivity as a parameter in regressioo analysis of earthquake

data. He applied it to ooly 3 recordings oot of a tetal of 134, acknowledging that ether recordings in

the data set might also be "affected to some degree" by directivity. This seems to be the:first attempt

to emJllically incorporate source directivity effects in attenuatioo relations and is a clear evidence of

the ~ucity of data.

The model for seismic intensity attenuation incorporating the source directivity effect is one

example of an imJrOVed attenuation model that can be used with the seismic hazard formulation

developed in this study.

4.3.2. Band Limited White Noise Model

Physical models <i the energy release and of the attenuation <i energy with distance recently

have been gaining interest in ground motion estimation. One <i these, presented as an example, is
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the model developed by Hanks and MdJuire [85]. Using an operation of Parseval's theorem on the

Brune source mooel [39 , 40], the RMSA for far-field shear waves in the presence of anelastic

attenuation is expressed as

= 0 85 (2'TT)2 acr [I max ] t
ama • 106 pR 10

where amu is given in cmI~, acr is the earthquake stress drop in bars, p is the crustal density in

gmlCIJ.'r', R is hypocentral distance in kilometers, 1max is the highest frequency passed by the

accelerograIiI or the Earth's attenuation, and lois the spectral corner frequency for the far-field

shear radiation, both in hertz.

'The factor 0.85 in Eq. 4.34 accounts for the average S-wave radiation pattern, free surface

amplification and the assumption that the energy is equally partimed into two horizontal com

ponents. The comer frequency is related to the seismic moment, M 0' by the expression [39, 40]

[
aClv 3 ]113

10 = 8.47~0 (4.35)

where Vs is shear-wave velocity in kmIsec, and M o is measured in dyne-cm. Any of the quantities

involved in Eq. 4.34 can be regarded as randOOl variables; however, only an analysis of sensitivities

can assess the relative importance of each variable on the estimated seismic hazard.

Although there are different qJinions on what values of stress drop should be used, Hanks and

McGuire report a relatively statie value of 100 00rs (within a factor of 2) for most earthquakes they

analyzed. The ohierved spread in the values can be modeled with a prombility distribution for ~cr.

From the RMSA, ~ acceleratim values and ordinates of linear response spectra can be

obtained using results from random vilxation theory. Thus, the Band limited White Noise (BLWN)

model provides a comprehensive, physically based method of estimating earthquake ground motions,

which can have a particular advantage over emprical methexls when data is scarce. It is likely that

ground motion mooels of this type will have wide use in the future. Additional studies on this topic

can be found in Refs. 129 ,31 , 128 , 12 and 162, for example.
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4.3.3. Hazard-eonsistent Earthquake Motion Model

Kameda and Nojima [100] present a novel formulatioo to determine hazard<OllSi.stent earth-

quake motioo, that combines hazard analysis and stochastic models of ground motion. In their

analysis, the stochastic model for the ground motion is specified in terms of a number of parameters

which are all expressed as functions of the earthquake magnitude and distance. Attenuation laws

relating each parameter to the earthquake magnitude, M, and epicentral distance, Re , are develo~d

by regression analysis. Following Kameda and Nojima [100], let the ground acceleration process be

represented by

(4.36)

(4.37)

in ~ch Gr (t ,Wk) is the Evolutionary Power Spectral Density (EPSD) at time t and angular fre

quency Wk; <l> k are ind~ndent random phase angles uniformly distributed between 0 and 2'iT, and

m is the number of su~qxJSed harmonic components. The EPSD is modeled by

G ( 2 if) - () ~r if Ifpf
r t, 'iT - al t -i2fp [1-iflfp)2:f+4tr2(flfp)2

where f p is the stationary predominant frequency, tr is the spectral shape parameter, and al (t) is a

modulating intensity functioo described by

a/(t) = ~(tltm)2exp[2(1-tltm)] (4.38)

in which tm is the time to the maximum of al (t) and 8 = Val (tm) is the peak mean-square

acceleratioo. Regressioo equations were develoIXd for the model parameters 8, tm,fp and 'r in

terms of magnitude and epicentral distance. These relatiooship; can be expressed in a vector form as

in Eq. 3.1, where Y = (8, tm ,fp ,tr) and X = (M ,Re ). They are,[ 100]:

8 = 89.125 e l237M

(R
e

+ 30)1.991 (4.39)

tm = 19.77 -7.35M +0.7196M2 + O.OO23(M -1)Re (4.40)

f p = 4.124 + (0.0115 -0.0048M +o.OOO27Uf2)Re

+ 10-4X ( -{).7959 +0.2577M -0.01743W)Re
2 (4.41)

tr = -0.2306 + 0.2967M -0.0174W + (-{).0193 + 0.0049M - 0.OOO3M2) Re (4.42)

where Re is expressed in kIn and M is the magnitude. The predominant frequency f p has a lower
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oound that depends on magnitude M such that

(Jp)mn = 6.78exp[ -Q.23M]

These regression equations are valid only for epcentral distances R(! 2: R(! , where
o

R(! = 1.06exp[0.557M]-30
o

(4.43)

(4.44)

for M > 6.0. The ground motion for the near-field region (R(! < R(! ) is assumed to have uniform
o

intensity, whereby the earthquake rmameters are detemrined with R(! = R(!o'

Perfcnning a conventional seismic hazard analysis, Kameda and Nojima [100] obtain the peak

1lIl'i acceleration ievei, 800 for a specified level of the hazard, h o• 100 rmameters in the stochastic

model for the given hazard are then determined as the conditional expectations given that the peak

RMSA is equal to or greater than 80 , They select this approach partly because of the limitatioos of

conventional seismic hazard analysis techniques. Hazard-consistent time histories for the selected

hazard level are simulated by use of Eq. 4.36 and the conditional means of the rmameters.

The method to obtain the value of the variables needed for the simulation is slightly mooified

in the present study. The procedure adq:>ted is as follows: (a) perform a seismic hazard analysis for

the peak 1lIl'i acceleration, 8, and obtain the threshold corresponding to the selected hazard level; (b)

determine the mait likely magnitude and distance associated with the selected hazard level; (c)

obtain the remaining rmameters by replacing in their attenuatim relatioos the mait likely values of

the magnitude and epicentral distance. An earthquake ground motion generated based on such

values of the rmameters may be regarded as a sampe histay of the mait likely stochastic ground

motion model for the specified level of the seismic hazard.

In their analysis, Kameda and Nojima [100] included uncertainty only in the attenuation equa-

tion for the intensity rmameter 8 as an additional randOOlvariable Z& that multiplies such relation.

This varialie, when included in the analysis, is assumed to be lognoonally distributed with median of

1.0 and coefficient of variation equal to 0.427. Uncertainty in the mood parameters should be

incorporated by means of random variables multiplying their respective attenuation relations and

accounting for the dispersim in the regressim. 1hese random variables, denoted by

z = (Z& ,Z'. ,ZI, ,Ze.), are correlated among themselves and are described by their jcint PDF,
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fz(z).

Site Effects. The simulated ground motim obtained from Eq. 4.36 corresponds to the motion

at the baserock level. An approximation of the movement at the surface level is obtained by apply-

ing conversion factors to the EPSD of the baserock motim. These factors account for the nonlinear

effect of the overlaying soils 00. the int~tyand frequency content of the transmitted motion. The

transformation from baserock to soil surface mooon is performed by

G8(t ,27ff) = [Hr(f)]2Gr(t ,27ff)

where the conversim factor is represented by the filtering function

(4.45)

(4.46)
1+2a2(f /f8)2

Hr(f) = [1-(J/f8'f]2+4h82(f/f8'f

Model parameters f8 , h8 and a are determined by an awroximate procedure described by Kameda

[99]. Three values, 13h 132 and 133, of the "exact" filtering function, 1311(J), defined as the ratio

retween ot:Eerved EPSD at surface and baserock levels are obtained for three selected frequencies f 1,

f 2 and f 3. This filtering function is given in tenns of the blow-count profile of the site, N (z), the

deIXh of soil surface to bedrock, Zr, and the rock motim EPSD, Gr(tm ,27ff). A system of three

equations is estaliished for the three model parameters by equating the values of the "exact" to the

"approximate" filtering functim given by Eq. 4.46. The solution of these three equations provides

the values of the parameters in Eq. 4.46. The earthquake acceleratim at the ground level is then

represented by

u8 (t) = iV2G,(t ,W1)~Wca;(W1t+<1>1)
1=1

(4.47)

which can be used to generate sample time histories. One interesting application with the above

model is to select a more general intensity measure for the seismic hazard analysis that incorporates

all variables involved in the description of the ground motion model. For this PJllXlie, it is necessary

that the intensity measure re in terms of the individual time history. A good choice is Arias' inten-

sity defined by

(4.48)
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where U$ (t) is given by Eq. 4.47 and to is the total duration of the earthquake ground motioo. The

vector of OOsic random varialXes includes X = (M ,Re ,Z& ,Z'. ,ZI, ,Z,,) and the vector of model

pmuneters Y is obtained from Eqs. 4.39-4.42, where the variables Z multipy each attenuation rela

tion. During the process of solution, the set of mail likely values for the OOsic random varialXes, x.. ,

is obtained. The set of mCEt: likely values for the model rmameters, Y, is then obtained from this

last vector. Sampes of this mCEt: likely ground md:ion stochastic model for given probability of

ex.ceedance of lAo is obtained by replacing these parameters and varialXes in Eq. 4.47.
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Table 4.1. Recent Examples of Strong-Motion Attenuation Relations

y X al(') C (J'z Reference

Rf
cl - U.UD~

{M' (M <6)
cM C2 = 0.868

Cl e • Campbell [43]PHA". M Mil (M>6) Z, (R
f

+ C4eCsM)c.
c3 = 1.09 0.37

C4 = 0.0606
Z,

Cs = 0.70
Cl - 0.0955

R,I c.M C2 = 0.573cle
PHAt M Z, (R,I 2 +C42)1J2 C3 = 1.0 0.26 Joyner-Boore [97]

Z,
C4 = 7.3
Cl = 1.6

R,I c.M C2 = -0.026cle
Bolt [28]PHA, M

Z, [(R,I +C4)2 +1t' C3 = 0.19 0.09

Z,
C4 = 8.5
Cl - 1.540

R,I

[ 'M]
C2 = 0.110

Cle •
PHAt M

InJ Z, (R,I2 +cit' C3 = 6.35 variable Brillinger [37]
Z,

C4 = 0.0947
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Chapter 5

APPLICATIONS

5.1. Introduction

In order to test the accuracy of the propa;ed apJrOximate methods of seismic hazard analysis,

several example awlications are examined in this chapter. The FORM and SORM results are com

plI'ed with results obtained fum direct numerical integratioo or fum simulation procedures. In

additioo, several appications are p-esented to demonstrate the versatility of the proposed formula

tion. These include an apriication incorpocating the source directivity effect and characteristics of

the rupture process in the attenuatioo model and a procedure to define hazard-eonsistent earthquake

acceleratim time-histories. One objective of these awlications is to demonstrate the advantages of

the propcxied methoddogy over existing procedures of seismic hazard analysis by direct numerical

integratioo. Since solution by conventional methods is not feasilie for several of these applications,

simulation techniques are used to determine the "exact" value of the seismic hazard.

5.2. Accuracy of FORM and SORM for Seismic Hazard Analysis

1\m examJies are used to check the accuracy of the FORM, SORM-CF and SORM-PF

methods presented in Olapter 3. 1hese examples cannot provide a definitive measure of the accu

racy, as the magnitude of the error depends on each particular case. However, they do provide esti

mates of the errors that can be expected in typical seismic hazard problems.

Example 1 - Seismic hazard for a site near a fault

The seismic hazard for peak ground acceleratioo at a site claie to a long, linear fault is con

sidered. The laymt of the problem, shown in Fig. 5.1, is described by the general fault source model

from Olapter 4 with deterministic values for the end coordinates, XA = -100, YA = 10, Xc = 100,

and Yc = 10, where all distances are measured in kilOOleters. 1bis definition implies that the strike

is well known and, hence, detenninistic. The dip angle is also assumed detenninistic, with <l> = -rrf2.
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The total length of the fault is I, = 200 kIn and the perpendicular distance from the site to the fault

trace, d = 10 kIn. Other basic assumptions and idealizatioos for this problem are:

1. <kcurrences of earthquakes in time and~ are statistically independent events. The

occurrences in time coostitute Poisson events with v denoting the mean occurrence rate

for the fault.

2. Earthquakes on the fault are modeled ~ line-ruptures whale total length, IT, is given as a

functioo of the earthquake magnitude by Eq. 4.4. The rupture may occur an}'\\i1ere

aloog the given fault with uniform likelihood.

3. Magnitudes of earthquake at successive occurrences are statistically independent and

identically distributed variables with the JXOoobility density function given by Eq. 2.19.

4. The attenuation law model used is that given by Eq. 2.27 for peak ground acceleration.

The significant distance used in the attenuatioo. law is R1 , the shortest distance from the

site to the surface projectioo of the rupture. This means that the level of ground motion

intensity felt at the site is most influenced by the closest segment of the rupture trace to

the site, which is the usual assumption for near-field groond motions.

5. The uncertainties in the attenuatioo. law and the rupture-length relation are not con

sidered in this analysis. Therefore, variables Z, and Zl in Eqs. 2.27 and 4.4 are con

sidered to be detenninistic with values equal to unity.

6. T\\U models of the earthquake rupture are considered: (a) the rupture can extend beyond

the known ends of the fault; and (b) the rupture is "fault-contained", i.e., it cannot

extend beyond the ends of the fault.

The values of the parameters selected are summarized in Table 5.1. For FORM and SORM

analysis, the basic variables are the magnitude, M, and the distance from the left end of the fault to

the center of the rupture, S. The truncated eXJX>llential distribJtion from Eq. 2.19 is selected for

magnitude. The ruptures are assumed to be equally likely to occur aloog the fault and, accordingly,

a uniform distribution for the randOOl variable S is selected. For the first model of the rupture, the

limits of this uniform PDF are s = 0 and s = I" since it is assumed that the ruJXure can extend
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reyend the fault ends. For the second situation, however, the location of the center of the rupture is

restricted retween s = I (m)/2 and s = If -i, (m )/2, such that the entire rupture is contained within

the fault. For this case, a uniform PDF foc S conditicnal en M is used

I,(m) < s < If _ I,(m)
2 - - 2 (5.1)

Results from FORM and SORM approximations are COOlpared with the "exact" values ol:tained from

a direct numerical integratien of Eq. 2.1. 1be results for this example are shown in Fi~. 5.2 and

5.3 respectively, foc the two rujXure models descrired above. TIle FORM apjXoximatien greatly

overestimates the JXOoobility of exceedance in this simple case, for all levels of the ground motion

intensity. Results based on SORM-PF show great improvement, whereas the SORM-CF approxima

tion does not imJXOve the FORM result in this case, except for PGA's less than 0.10g. The reason

for these results is explained relow.

To examine the nature of errocs of the results based on FORM and SORM, it is useful to plot

the integration boondary in the standard nocmal splCe for various levels of the ground motion inten-

sity. These are shown in Fi~. 5.4 and 5.5. For this particular example, the curves are flat in the

neighborhood of the design tx>int and highly noolinear away fum it, especially for high levels of the

intensity. Approximation of the boundary by a tangential plane at the design point is clearly not a

good one and is the reasoo. for the poor accuracy of the FORM result. Furthermoce, since the curva-

tures of the true surface are zero at the design trint, the SORM-CF procedure gives results which

are identical to FORM, except for small aCceleration levels for which the flat segment of the true sur-

face is small and therefore, a nonzero curvature is obtained from the central-difference computation

of the second derivatives. On the other hand, a good awoximation is obtained with the SORM-PF

JXOCCdure for all levels of intensity. This is because the approximating paraboloid in this method is

obtained by fitting to points which are outside the flat portion of the surface. For this example, best

results are achieved with 'Y, = 0.50, as can be seen fum the compnison shown in Fi~. 5.2b and

5.3b. Foc larger 'Y" i.e., fitting points closer to the design tx>int, the SORM-PF approximation

deteriocates for higher levels of intensity. This is because foc higher intensity levels, the flat zone in

the vicinity of the design point is brooder and, thus, with large 'Y, fitting points come close to or
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within the flat zooes and predict zero curvature.

A comparison between the t\m methods for obtaining the fitting JX>ints in the SORM-PF, i.e.,

those originating fum Eqs. 3.22 or 3.23, is presented in Fi~. 5.2c and 5.3c. Both procedures give

reasonalie awroximation, with the method fum Eq. 3.22 yielding slightly better results. A com

puison of Figs. 5.2a,b,c with the correspooding Figs. 5.3a,b,c reveals little differences between the

hazard estimates and their accuracies for the t\m rupture models, i.e., the rupture contained or not

contained within the ends of the fault. A more interesting comparison can be made in Figs. 5.4 and

5.5, which show the integratioo boundaries in the standard nmnal space for the two rupture models.

Although the two sets of boundaries are coosideraliy different, their differences occur at points with

small densities in cornpuison to the design JX>int, which explains \\hy the hazard estimates are nearly

the same. Two observations in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 are noteworthy. One is the symmetry of the

integratioo boundaries with respect to the Uz axis. 1bis is a consequence of the symmetry in the

geometry of the fault with respect to the site (see Fig. 5.1). The second is the reason behind the flat

segment on each boundary. 1bis is due to the assumed rupture model, since for a fixed magnitude

there are a multitude of rupture locations which pass through the nearest point on the fault (point B

in Fig. 5.1) and, therefore, cause the same intensity at the site. Obviously, the symmetry and the

flat segments on the integratioo boundaries are the reasons for the poor FORM and SORM-CF

results. More generally, \\hen symmetry does not exist, the design point may not be on the flat seg

ment and better results are expected.

As an example, the seismic hazard for a site located clOie to one of the fault ends is amputed.

The geometric layout is similar to that shown in Fig. 5.1, but the coordinates of the fault ends are in

this case XA = 0 ,y", = 10 and Xc = 200 ,Yc = 10, \\here all distances are measured in kilometers.

The OOsic assumpions, idealizations and prrameters selected are the same as in the previous exam

ple. Results from FORM, SORM and numerical integration are shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, respec

tively, foc the t\m rupture models coosidered. As expected, a significant improvement of the approx

imations, both first- and second-order, is obtained. Oearly, this is due to the lack of symmetry of

the problem and to the fact that the design point is located outside the flat portion of the integration
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boundary in the standard nocmal SJKe, ~ can be seen from Figs. 5.8 and 5.9, respectively, for the

two rupture models considered. These t'\\U cooditions ensure that a goOO approximation of the

integratioo boondary and, hence, of the seismic hazard, is obtained for this ~.

Example 2 - Seismic hazard analysis of a site induding uncertainties

To demonstrate the versatility of the prqx>sed methodology, an exam]ie taken fum Ref. 134

is studied. In that study, only FORM estimates of the hazard were computed and no comparison

with exact results was made. SORM estimates are included in the present study, which are com

prred with FORM and exact results. Because of the large number of rnndOOl variables involved, a

direct numerical integratioo is not feasible foc this examJie. Thus, the exact results in this example

are obtained by the directional simulatioo method.

The seismic hazard for peak ground acceleratioo at a site located near a fault is of interest.

The fault geometry is a }El1icular~ of the general soorce model described in the previous chapter.

For this exam]ie, the left end of the fault is defined by its detenninistic coordinates XA = -50 and

YA = 40 and the right end by Xc = 200 and Yc = 40, all measured in kilcmeters. Hence, the strike

and length of the fault are wen known, the latter being If = 250 km. The uncertainty in the dip

angle is large; therefore <f> is considered to be a rnndcm variable. The rupture is assumed to have

zero ]iunge, Le., '" = o.

The basic assumptions and idealizations employed are:

1. Earthquakes on the fault are modeled ~ rectangular area ruptures with dimensions given

~ functions of the earthquake magnitude, ~ expressed by Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5. The center

of rupture is located 00 the fault pane with equal likelihood in the horizontal direction

and at rnndcm depth Z. The rupture is assumed to be cootained within the known ends

of the fault. However, vertical restrictions, such ~ those in Eqs. 4.9-4.10, are not

impaled.

2. The peak groond acceleration at the site is governed by the cla;est segment of the rup

ture to the site. Hence, the distance term in the attenuation law is Rf , the shortest dis

tance fum the site to the rupture. The attenuation law model is that given by Eq. 2.27.
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3. All uncertainties are treated as inherent randomnesses and are inc:orpocated in the for

mulation as modem variables with specified probalility distributions. Included in the

analysis are the uncertainties in the relations foc the dimensions of rurture (Eqs. 4.4 and

4.5), rep-esented by random variables Zl and Zw, uncertainty in the seismicity parameter

13, represented by modem variable ZIl' uncertainty in the upper bound magnitude, Mi ,

and uncertainty in the attenuation law, represented by random variable z,.

In addition to the above, assumrtioos 1 and 3 of the previous example, regarding the

occurrence model and the distribution of magnitudes are adopted for this example. Values of the

model parameters for the attenuation law and the rupture dimension relations for this example are

given in Talie 5.2. Table 5.3 lists the basic random variables and their distributions. These values

are the same as in Ref. 134, excert for the randem variable Zw. For the latter, the parameters for

Zw were obtained in Ref. 134 by inverting the regression expression of M on the rurture area, Ar ,

and by dividing by the relation for the rupture length, lr. As indicated before (see section 2.4), this

rrocedure is inawrq>riate. Here, the mean regression expression is selected such as to give the same

rupture width for a given magnitude as in Ref. 134. However, the random variable Zw is defined as

the ratio Zw,ZAIZ1 , where Zw, is a random variable used in Ref. 134 to describe the uncertainty in

the rurture width relation obtained as a ratio of Ar/lr • The distribution of Zw (lognormal) is

obtained by using the distributioos assumed for Zw" ZA, and Zl in Ref. 134.

Results of the hazard analysis for this exampe are depicted in Fi~. 5.10a-5.1Oc, where the

exact estimates 00sed on the directional simulation methods are also shown. The Monte Carlo simu

lation, even when the method of antithetic variates is used, is found to be far less efficient in tenns

of computing time than the directional simulation method, particularly for small values of the hazard.

In the rresent analysis, the directional simulation rroeedure is halted when a specified level of disper

sion in the estimated hazard, measured in tenn of the coefficient of variation (c.o.v.), is achieved.

Simulation results potted in Fi~. 5.lOa-5.1Oc are the mean and 95% confidence interval values

obtained with a c.o.v. equal to 0.15.

In this example, SORM results greatly improve the awroximation over FORM results. Best
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results are obtained for the SORM-CF approximation and SORM-PF using the rule in Eq. 3.23 for

finding the fitting points. When the fitting points are obtained for a fixed ratio of PDF's (Eq. 3.22)

the results, although improved over the FORM approximation, are not as good as the other second

order approximations. The value 'Y, = 0.50 for obtaining the fitting points with Eq. 3.22 was found

to give the best results for this example.

The reason for the relatively poor approximation with the last SORM-PF method is not quite

dear. Some of the transfonnatioos (Eqs. 3.9) involved in this example are highly nonlinear, thus,

the integration boundary in the standard normal spice may not re well awroximated by the point

fitting method. A tM>-dimensional pla: of the integration boundary in the standard nonnal spice is

shown in Fig. 5.11 to clari:fy this point. The selected axis, Us and Ug, have large e:t; values and

correspond to the transfonned random variables descriOO1g the location of the center of rurture, Xc ,

and the earthquake magnitude, M, respectively (see Table5.3). These rnu variables are the same as

those potted in Fi~. 5.4 and 5.5 fum the previoos exampe.

The results of the previous rnu examples demonstrate that FORM does not provide a good

approximation to the seismic hazard. SORM-CF provides reasonable results in most situations,

except in cases of zero curvature at the design point, e.g., situations with symmetric geometry. The

cther method of second-order awroximatioo presented, SORM-PF, is more stable and provides rea

sooably accurate results for the situations studied. Unfortunately, error bounds for the results pro

vided by the different approximated procedures are not still available. Directional simulation, as an

alternative method, is an effective tool for ccmputing the seismic hazard.

5.3. Applications

The procedure for full prorntilistic description of the seismic hazard problem is illustrated with

several apPications, including analysis of sensitivities and estimation of the standard error of the

hazard estimate.

Example 3 - Seismic hazanl analysis including directivity effect

In this example, taken from Ref. 10, the seismic hazard in terms of RMSA is examined for
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five sites located near a fault with 400 kIn length. The five sites are located at 10 km pe~ndicular

distance from the fault, where roe is in the middle of the fault (site 1), rnu are at its ends (sites 3

and 5) and rnu are at intermediate paiitiODS (sites 2 and 4), see Fig. 5.12a. The RMSA attenuation

law in Eq. 4.33, which includes the directivity effect by means of the factor D ('Y ,Me), is used for

this example.

The earthquake rupture is assumed to start at a JDint on the fault (the epicenter) and to pro-

JEgate in the direction from end A to end C with a tdal ruJture length lr, as shown in Fig. 5.12b.

Further improvement in the model can be attained by assuming that the rupture can break in any

direction, Le., from end A to end C cr from end C to end A, with associated Jrooobilities p and (1

p), respx;tively. In this latter case, the results can be obtained from those olXained for the first

situation by a weighted average scheme. For exampe, results for site 1 can be computed from tha;e

for the first case as p times tha>e for site 1 plus (l-p) times thUle for site 5.

The rupture is contained within the two ends of the fault, and its length is given in tenns of

the mOOlent magnitude by a relatioo similar to Eq. 4.4. This implies that the rupture can start only

at points located between the end A and a distance lr (M) from the end C of the fault. The location

of the epicenter is random along this segment of the fault and it is assumed that all points in that

segment are equally likely to initiate the rupture, Le., epicenters are unifonnly distributed in that

segment of the fault.

As stated in Eq. 4.24, the significant distance that influences the measure of earthquake inten

sity is taken to be R3 , the shortest distance from the site to the projection of the rupture on the fault

zone. To clearly demonstrate the effect of the rupture directivity, only three basic random variables

are included in the analysis: the seismic Mach number, Me, the moment magnitude of the earth-

quake, M, and the paiition of the epicenter 00 the fault, S. A unifOIm PDF is assumed for Me

between 0.60 and 0.95; a truncated, shifted exponential PDF (Eq. 2.19) is selected for M; and, as

discussed before, the PDF of S is

(5.2)
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Snce this is a conditiooal distrib.1tion, the transformation from Eq. 3.14 is required in the analysis.

No account for the uncertainties in the attenuation or nlpure-Iength relations is made. For other

variables, deterministic values are assumed: <I> = 90" , tV = (f, wr = O. A summary of selected

JE3II1eters is given in Table 5.4.

The g-function from Eq. 3.5 for this example is

c2 M -c)R.
C1 e

g(X) = (a,."..,)o- (R, +C4) D("(,Mc)

\\here D ("( ,Mc) is given by Eq. 4.27,

- t -11 y, 1"( - an (x, -S)

and

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

\\here (X, ,y,) are the coordinates c:i. the site as shO\Vll in Fig. 5.12b. The seismic hazard curves for

the five sites obtained by directiooal simulation are shown in Fig. 5.13.

Sensitivities c:i. the FORM results with respect to the parameters in the prombility distributions

and in the limit-state function are computed in the analysis. These measures provide useful infonna-

tion on the relative importance of the parameters.

Seismic hazard sensitivities with respect to the seismicity Jm'lIIleter 13, the upper bound magni-

tude, mlt the uwer bound Mach number, melt and the Jm'lIIleters Clt C2 and C3 of the attenuation

law are plotted in Figs. 5.14-5.16. Note that the first three are distrib.1tion Jm'lIIleters, whereas the

last three are Jm'lIIleters in the limit-state function. These measures are scaled by estimated stan-

dard deviations of the Jm'lIIleters to make them dimensionless. This scaling also has the effect of

making the~er variations equally likely in a statistical sense. The Jm'lIIleter standard devia-

tions, which are measures of uncertainty in their estimates, are assumed to be: eT~ = 0.15,

eTm = 0.25, eTmc = 0.03, eTc = 0.<XXJ6, eTc = 0.08, and eTc = 0.001.
1 I 1 2 3

The results presented in Fig. 5.14a indicate that the seismic hazard for site 1 is more sensitive

to the parameters C2 and Cl in the attenuation law and to parameters mel and 13 in the probability
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distri1:x.ltions. The sensitivity of the seismic hazard to the parameter 13 is of negative sign, which

means that reductions of this pmnneter will cause a marginal increase in the hazard. Such result is

reasonalie since a smaller 13 in the magnitude recurrence relation means that earthquakes of larger

magnitude are more likely to occur. The sensitivity of the seismic hazard with~ to each

prrameter examined is enhanced at intensity levels around a"", = O.10g, especially for sites cla;e to

site 1.

Figs. 5.15a and 5.15b illustrate the sensitivity of the computed seismic hazard to parameters

mel and 13, respectively, for different locations of the site almg the fault and for different levels of

earthquake intensity. The sensitivity of the hazard to both puameters is largest for sites located near

the center of the fault, where contri1:x.ltions to the earthquake intensity at the site arise frem ruptures

occurring over an extended portion of the fault. This effect is decreased as the pa;itim of the site

moves towards the ends of the fault, where the portim of the seismic feature with ruptures contribut

ing to the earthquake intensity is largely reduced. Also, the higher the level of intensity, the larger

the sensitivity of the seismic hazard to the specific parameter. This is also evident from Fig. 5.16

where the dimensionless sensitivities to the hazard for all puameters at amu = O.lOg are plotted

against .x:r , the abscissa of the site locatim.

From the results of this example it can be concluded that imp'Ovements in the determination

of parameter 13 from the earthquake recurrence relationship and the upper bound seismic Mach

number mel will produce greater impact in the accuracy of the seismic hazard estimate. This exam

pe served two JX.lI"Pa>eS: (1) to demonstrate that complex earthquake intensity modeling can be easily

handled with the new fonnulation presented in Olarter 3; and (2) to illustrate the benefits from the

direct sensitivity analysis that the solution procedure JYOvides. Definitive cmclusions OIl the effect of

directivity in seismic hazard estimates cannot be drawn at this stage. Further validation of the

attenuation relation used and of the appropriate definitim of the distance R and angle 'Y need to be

made. However, from the preliminary results shown in Fig. 5.13, it can be obierved that the seismic

hazard is significantly affected by the directivity effect, especially for sites cla;e to the fault ends.

This is ob;erved by compuing the hazard curves for sites 2 and 4, and for sites 3 and 5, especially.
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In the latter case, the hazard is increased approximately by an order of magnitude for low levels of

intensity and slightly more fa high levels of intensities.

Example 4 - Seismic hazard analysis with estimation of dispersion

A simple example is presented to illustrate the procedure fa ottaining the standard error of

the hazard estimate. The hazard cUIVe.for RMSA fa a site near a fault is considered. The fault is

modeled according to the general fault model described in Olapter 4. The end C of the fault is

assumed to be deterministically kn<1Nll with coordinates, Xc = 270 km and Yc = 15 km. The end

A is assumed to be on the arc of a circle centered at end C and a radius (length of fault) if = 300

kIn, see Fig. 5.17. Assuming a uniform distribution of the angle IX sh<1Nll in Fig. 5.17, the PDF of

the coordinate XA is

Ix (XA) = _--;===1=0====-
• 'iT V17100 + 54lliA -XA 2

-30 S XA :S -15.32 (5.6)

(5.7)

1

The YA coordinate is given by the relation YA = 15 -[17100 + 540xA -xA2]2. For this example, the

attenuation law in Eq. 4.34 by Hanks and McGuire [85] is used. After rearranging the constants

and replacing Eqs. 4.32 and 4.35 in Eq. 4.34, the Hanks-McGuire attenuation for RMSA can be

expressed ac;

1
= ~ [C2Q]2 Acr5l6 e°.25M+2.67

a,."", p 'iT . Rh 312

where a,."" is given in cm/seC2, Cl = 0.85 (2'iTf/106 = 0.3166, p = 2.7gm1em3, C2 = 8.47, and

Q = 300.

The distance mea<iure used in the Hanks-McGuire attenuation model is the hypocentral dis

tance and, therefore, no account of the rupture dimensions is necessary. Magnitudes of earthquakes

are mea<iured by moment magnitude M and, at successive occurrences, are assumed to be statistically

independent and identically distributed variables with PDF given by Eq. 2.19. Values of the parame

ters selected for this distribution are 13 = 2.0, ma = 4.0, and ml = 7.0.

Other random variables included in the analysis are the depth of the earthquake focus, Z,

which is unifonnly distributed between 5 and 30 kIn; the dip angle of the fault pane, <1>, with
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uniform PDF 1:etween 0.31T and 0.41T radians; the location of the rupture on the fault trace, S, with

uniform PDF 1:etween 0 and 300 Ian; and the earthquake stress drop, aCT. To represent the

OOseIved values of stress drop reported by Hanks and McGuire [85], a lognormal distribution is

selected foc aCT with mean equal to 100 00rs and C.O.v. equal to 200 percent.

It is ~umed that some of the JE<UI1eters included in the analysis are detennined with uncer-

tainty. This collection of parameters is repesented by the vector 9. Included among these parame-

ters are P, Q, Ct, and C2 from the attenuation relation (Eq. 5.7), the pmuneter ~ from the magni-

tude distribution (Eq. 2.19), and the mean value assigned to the PDF of the stress drop, f-L4a' The

standard deviation of the canputed seismic hazard is estimated using Eq. 3.50. For this purp;>se,

the following standard deviation and correlation coefficients values are ~umed: CTp = 0.54,

CTQ = 90, CTc, = 0.05, CTc• = 1.23, up = 0.24, CT..... = 25, PpQ = PQ p = -0.3, and Pp ..... =

p"''' p = 0.15 with all other correlation coefficients teing zero.

The vector Vall(O) of the pntial derivatives of the seismic hazard with respect to the com-

rxments of 9 for each specified level of intensity, (armr )0' is canputed for the mean values of e.

The standard deviation, (d-H )FO' for the FORM approximation of the seismic hazard is then

obtained from Eq. 3.50 for each intensity level.

To olXain the standard deviation (d-H )so of the SORM approximatioo, it is ~umed that the

coefficient of variation of the hazard estimate based on FORM and SORM approximations is the

same. This leads to the approximatioo

( ~) _ (H(O»so ~
CTH so - (H(O»FO (CTH)FO

The mean and mean ± one standard deviatioo hazard estimates based on the above SORM analysis

are shown in Fig. 5.18. Also presented in this figure are results from the FORM approximation and

from a directiooal simulation, where these last results represent the 95% confidence intelVal of the

mean hazard estimate as obtained with a simulation c.o.v. equal to 0.15.

Good agreement is obtained 1:etween SORM and "exact" results from directiooal simulation.

For this example, FORM results are poor approximations of the "exact" seismic hazard results as can
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re seen from Fig. 5.18. This simple exampe illustrates how an estimate of the dispersion in the

seismic hazard, arising from uncertainties in the model parameters, is olxained by use of the sensi-

tivity measures.

Example 5 - Hazard-consistent earthquake ground motion for Tokyo

A case study taken from Ref. 100 is analyzed, \\here hazard-consistent earthquake motions for

different subril conditions are determined for the city of Tokyo, JaJE1. The modified procedure

suggested in Olapter 4 is used to ootain the parameters of the earthquake ground motion model.

The seismicity model for the area consists of five seismic subzones with different seismicity

characteristics. Each subzooe is cornpa;ed of several annular suOOreas, as descrired in the general

area soorce model in OIapter 4 (see Fig. 5.19). The parameters that define the seismic soorces are

summarized in Table 5.5. For all subzones, the lower bound magnitude rno (\\hich defines the limit

relow \\hich earthquakes have no engineering importance for the site) is set to rno = 6.0. Although

this value is large for California sites, it is appropriate for Japmese earthquakes \\hich occur in a sub-

duction zone.

Q:currences of earthquakes in time are ~umed to coostitute Poissoo events with the mean

occurrence rate v. The total annual rate of earthquake occurrences in the seismic region is, accord

s
ing to the values reported in Table 5.5, v = ~ Vi = 2.882. The seismic hazard is defined as the

i=1

yearly probability of exceedance of the peak rms acceleration, 8, and computed according to the Pois-

soo model (Eq. 2.31) as

H (8
0

) = 1 -e ..."P(3 > 3.) (5.9)

The value P (8 > 80 ) is computed by the approximate procedures (FORM and SORM) presented in

Cbapter 3. The attenuation law used is that in Eq. 4.39, \\hich uses the epicentral distance and

ignores the rupture dimensions.

Although the uncertainty in the attenuation relation for 8 can be included in the present for-

mulation, it was not considered in the study in Ref. 100, and to be consistent with that study this

uncertainty is also ignored here. Thus, for this example only three random variables are considered:
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the polar coordinates ci the eJicenter in the seismic source, p and e, and the magnitude of the earth-

quake, M. The likelihood of occurrence of earthquakes is uniform within each subzone, Le.,

(p,e) in subzone i (5.10)

where VI is the annual earthquake occurrence rate in subzoo.e i (Table 5.5), and AI' its area. The

magnitudes have a cooditional truncated exponential PDF in each subzone,

I e -p' (m -m.)

fMlp,fl..m Ip,e) = 13 -P' ( _ ')
1-e m m,

(p,e) in subzooe i (5.11)

where mo = 6.0 and 131 and mll depend on p and eaccording to Table 5.5.

The hazard cwve ootained from the FORM approximatioo is alma;t identical to that reported

in Ref. 100, as can re seen in Fig. 5.20. Therefore, there is no need for a second-order approxima-

tion. The value 8 = 0.202 g, obtained by interpolation ci the seismic hazard cwve, corresponds to

the target yearly prOOability ci exceedance of 0.005 (or return period of 200 years). The most likely

values of magnitude, M, and eJicentral distance, Re , corresponding to this level of hazard are

M* = 7.267, and R; = 30.88 km. These values correspond to the coordinates of the design JX>int

and, therefore, can re interpreted as the ma;t likely set of the magnitude and distance that give rise

to accelerations equal to oc greater than & = 0.202 g. The values M* and R; are substituted in Eqs.

4.40-4.42 to ottain the set of moo likely values of the Jm<lIIlcters of the earthquake groond motion

model, giving tm * = 4.80, f p * = 3.85, and tr * = 1.02. These values are not coosiderably different

from those obtained in Ref. 100 by the alternative procedure which are, &0 = 0.202, (tm)o = 6.55,

ifp)o = 3.n,and (~)o = 1.01. The latter values were obtained in Ref. 100 as conditional e~a

tions given that the peak RMSA is equal to or greater than &0'

Three site conditions are defined for the generation ci artificial earthquake groond motions:

(1) soft ground, defined by the soil softness 511 = 0.80 and Zm = 80 m.; (2) intermediate ground,

with 511 = 0.20 and Zm = 50 m.; and (3) finn ground, with 511 = -0.20 and Zm = 20 m. The soil

softness 511 is defined by [ 100]

511 = O.264J exp[ -o.04N(z) -0.14z ]dz -0.885
o

(5.12)
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where N(z) is the SPT liow count at depth z (in meters), and Zll is the total depth of the blow count

Jro:file.

The simulated hazard-coosistent ground motions foc the city of Tokyo, corresponding to a

return period of 200 years, are shown in Fig. 5.21 for the three sOO conditions. A clear difference in

the frequency content of the earthquake ground mct:ioo is apparent in these plots, where higher fre

quency content is ohierved for mooons m finner soils. Fig. 5.22 qualitatively show the nonlinear

effect of the sOO on the earthquake ground accelerations: the ampitudes are increased and the fre

quency content of the motion is filtered producing lower frequencies for softer soils. The PGA of

the generated sample of the baserock motion is recorded at t = 2.68 sec. and measures 0.39 g.

When this shaking is :filtered by a deep layer of soft sal, the PGA of the shaking is increased to

0.445 g and the time where it is recorded is shifted to t = 5.34 sec. For the case of the motion

recorded at· a site with intermediate ground conditions, a PGA of 0.405 g at t = 5.32 sec. is

recorded. The shallow layer of firm sal has the effect of increasing the amplitude level of the earth

quake accelerations but has little effect on its frequency content. The ground motion at firm soil

conditions shows a PGA of 0.46g at t = 2.68 sec., the same time for which the maximUIIi peak

acceleratim was recorded at the baserock level.



Table 5.1. Values of Coefficients used in Example 1

CI C2 C3 C4 al bl ~ ma ml
0.0159 0.868 1.09 4.0 1.948 -10.037 1.7 4.0 7.5

Ea. 2.27 Ea. 4.4 Ea. 2.19

Table 5.2. Values of Coefficients used in Example 2

CI C2 C3 C4 al bl t2w bw

2.2 0.7 1.8 20.0 0.921 -2.763 1.623 -8.627
Eq.2.27 Eq.4.4 Eq.4.5

Table 5.3. Distributions of Random Variables Considered in Example 2

i X, Distribution Parameters Mean Standard Deviation

1 0 Lognormal
l\. - U.44U '1T

0.2356,= 0.149 2"
A - 3.247

2 Z Lognormal r = o..c;.c;.c; 30.0 18.0

A = -0.154
3 Zy Lognormal r = 0.555 1.0 0.60

A - -0.030
4 ZI Lognormal r = 0.246 1.0 0.25.

A = -0.011
5 Zw Lognormal r = 0.379 1.06 0.417

6 Z~ Normal
.... = 1.0

1.0 0.15
(J' = 0.15
a = 7.482

7 M 1 Uniform b = fLOIR 7.75 0.155

~ = 2.3

Conditional (I)
ma = 4.0

8 M variablez~

mt varialie
a= !fAi, (ZI ,M) (3)

9 Xc Conditional (2)
b = if -!fAi, (ZI ,M) (3)

(1) The conditional PDF of M is given by
_ z~ ~ exp[ -z~ ~ (m -ma)]

IMlz~,M,(m Iz~,ml)- 1-exp[-z~~(ml-ma)] for ma~m ~ml

(2) The conditional PDF of Xc, the location of the center of the rupture, is given by

I
Xc -!fAi,

lx, !Z"M(Xc z/ ,m) = if -i, for !fAi, ~ Xc ~ if -!fAi,

(3) The expression of i, in terms of the random variables ZI and M is given by Eq. 4.4.

105
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Table 5.4. Values of Coefficients used in Example 3

Cl I Cz I C3 I C4 a, I h, ~ mo I ml
0.00567 I 0.8065 I 0.0135 I 0.0 0.896 I -l.n8 1.7 5.0 I 8.5

EQ.2.Z7 Eq.4.4 Eq.2.19

Table 5.5. Parameters of the Seismic Source Model for Example 5

Subzone annular
(&:n) (~)

6 6 Vj ml ~
1 element (g) (g)

I 1 0 100 0 360 2.253 8.0 2.28
2 100 150 0 69
3 100 150 303 360
4 150 200 0 65
5 150 200 314 360
6 200 250 0 64
7 200 250 320 360
8 250 300 0 64
9 250 300 323 360

II 1 100 150 216 303 0.284 8.5 2.28
2 150 200 216 314
3 200 250 212 320
4 250 300 210 323

ill 1 100 150 69 216 0.179 7.25 3.02
2 150 200 65 102
3 150 200 162 216
4 200 250 64 90
5 200 250 183 212
6 250 300 64 84
7 250 300 187 210

IV 1 150 200 102 162 0.093 7.5 4.61
2 200 250 90 168
3 250 300 84 158

V 1 200 250 168 183 0.073 8.0 1.54
2 250 300 158 187
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1 Exact (Numerical Integratim)
2 FORM awroximation
3 SORM-CF appraximaticn
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\
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PGA(g)

Fig. 5.28. Probability of Exceedance of PGA (Example la, Fault with Extendable Ends)
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Exact (Numerical Integratioo)
FDRMa~tion

SORM-PF approximation (Eq. 3.22, "iT = 0.50)
SORM-PF approximation (Eq. 3.22, "IT = 0.70)
SORM-PF approximation (Eq. 3.22, "IT = 0.85)
SORM-PF oximation . 3.22, "I = 0.95
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Fig. S.2b. Probability of Exceedance of PGA (Example la, Fault with Extendable Ends)
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SORM-PF ·matioo. 3.23
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Fig. S.le. Probability of Exceedance of PGA (Example la, Fault with Extendable Ends)
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Exact (Numerical Integratim)
FORM awroximatim
SORM-CF appraximatim
SORM-PF oximation . 3.22, 'Y = 0.50
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Fig. 5.3a. Probability of Exceedance of PGA (Example Ib, Fault with Non-Extendable Ends)
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Exact (Numerical Integratioo)
FORM awraximatioo
SORM-PF approximatioo (Eq. 3.22, 'Yr = 0.50)
SORM-PF approximation (Eq. 3.22, 'Yr = 0.70)
SORM-PF awroximation (Eq. 3.22, 'Yr = 0.85)
SORM-PF mnation . 3.22, = 0.95
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Fig. 5.3b. Probability of Exceedance of PGA (Example Ib, Fault with Non-Extendable Ends)
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SORM-PF approximation (Eq. 3.22, 'Yr = 0.50)
SORM-PF ·mation. 3.23
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Fig. S.X. Probability of Exceedance of PGA (Example Ib, Fault with Non-Extendable Ends)
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1 Exact (Nwnerical Integratioo)
2 FORM awroximatioo
3 SORM-<F apprrndmatioo
4 SORM-PF . tion

10-4 a...- ~ ___IL._._ _L_ ~ ___I

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

PGA(g)

0.4 0.5

Fig. 5.6. Probability of Exceedance of PGA for Site close to the Fault End

(Fault with Extendable Ends)
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1 Exact (Numerical Integraticn)
2 FORM awroximatioo
3 SORM-CF appraximatim
4 SORM-PF 'marion. 3.22, 'Y = 0.50

0.50.40.2 0.3

PGA(g)

0.1

10-4 L- ...I- -L ---lL- ...L.- .....

0.0

Fig. S.7. Probability of Exceedance of PGA for Site close to the Fault End

(Fault with Non-Extendable Ends)
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la

Ib
I

Directional Simulation
lower bound of 95% confidence inteIVal
upper bound of 95% confidence mteIVal
FORM approximation
SORM-CF approximation

I
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Ib
2
3
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
PGA (g)

0.4 0.5

Fig. S.lOa. Probability of Exceedance of PGA (Example 2)
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1 Directiooal Simulation
la lower bound of 95% confidence interval
Ib upper bound of 95% confidence interval
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
PGA (~)

0.4 0.5

Fig. 5.10b. Probability of Exceedance of PGA (Example 2)
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Fig. S.U. Geometric Description of Example 3
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Fig. S.lS. Influence of Site Location on Seismic Hazard Sel6itivities
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Fig. S.18. Dispersion Estimate on Seismic Hazard Curve
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Fig. 5.19. ~mic Source Model for Tokyo
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a new methodology for the probabilistic assessment of seismic hazard is

developed. It incorporates fast and efficient techniques of integration available from the field of

structural reliability in the computation of the hazard, enabling a full probabilistic description of

the earthquake process. A comprehensive review of the elements that integrate a probabilistic

seismic hazard analysis is carried out.

The analogy between seismic hazard and structural reliability formulations is established

and it is shown how the computation of the earthquake hazard can be done using approximate

methods currently available from structural reliability theory. A number of methods to compute

the probability of exceedance of a ground motion intensity level are examined. They include the

first-order reliability method (FORM) and two second-order reliability methods, Le., the

curvature-fitting (SORM-CF) method and the point-fitting (SORM-PF) method. Several simula

tion methods are also discussed, including the directional simulation method.

With the new, improved formulation, the analysis of sensitivities and the "treatment of

uncertainties is greatly simplified. Sensitivities to the computed seismic hazard with respect to

the basic random variables involved in the analysis, and with respect to deterministic parameters

of the distributions and of the various models involved in the formulation are directly obtained

during the process of solution. This is a clear advantage over the traditional procedures of

seismic hazard analysis which require extensive repeated computations prior to the analysis of

sensitivities. The analysis of uncertainties is carried out in a simple manner, which allows

separate treatment of uncertainties arising from inherent variabilities from those arising from

model and estimation errors. An estimate of the standard error in the computed hazard due to

the latter source of uncertainties is obtained with little extra effort.

An important advantage provided by the new procedure is the ability to accommodate very

general earthquake modeling. Two general seismic source models are developed and discussed:
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a known fault model, and an area source model. Applications using various intensity attenuation

models are presented to illustrate the use of sophisticated earthquake models and the versatility of

the methodology.

From the examination of the results presented in this study, it is concluded that the pro

posed approximate solution techniques yield satisfactory results, especially when second-order

reliability methods are used. The FORM approximation under certain conditions may lead to

large errors and is not appropriate for the computation of the seismic hazard. The point-fitting

procedure to obtain a second-order surface to approximate the boundary of integration (SORM

PF) is more stable and computationally less expensive than the curvature-fitting procedure

(SORM-CF), giving an adequate approximation to the computed seismic hazard in most cases

studied. 'Directional simulation is also found to be an effective tool for the computation of the

seismic hazard.

The methodology presented in this study is a significant improvement over current methods

of seismic hazard analysis. It not only permits a more comprehensive formulation of the prob

lem, by incorporating earth science information relevant to seismic hazard that allows complex

modeling of the earthquake generation mechanism and a general representation of the attenuation

of seismic intensity, but also it provides direct information on sensitivities and a straightforward

procedure for the analysis of uncertainties.

A complex model of attenuation of earthquake intensity incorporating the directivity effect

is examined. In one example studied, the effect of directivity on the computed seismic hazard

amounts to an increase of up to about one order of magnitude, depending on the relative position

of the site of interest with respect to the orientation of the fault. The attenuation model including

the directivity effect presented in this study should be validated against data from earthquake

events as this information becomes available.

Future studies should assess which method, either SORM or directional simulation, presents

more advantages for the estimation of the seismic hazard, the analysis of sensitivities and the

treatment of uncertainties. Directional simulation is a procedure which holds promise for the
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analysis of seismic hazard and should be thoroughly compared with the rest of the methods

presented. A comprehensive analysis of sensitivities in real seismic hazard situations should be

carried out to determine areas where further refinements and data are needed.
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